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comment
Long-time Australian TV home improvement show “The Block” has received a
top award, the silver Logie, for best “reality” series during 2016.
The prospects for its upcoming 2017 season are also looking up. This season is
set to take place in a small suburban street in the Melbourne suburb of Elsternwick. Already “heritage” weatherboard houses have been transported and set
down there for renovation. The new series should go to air in late August 2017.
Which brings us to Mitre 10’s longstanding sponsorship of “The Block”. Metcash
clarified during its Investor Day at the end of March 2017 that the company plans
to continue to fund separate marketing campaigns for Mitre 10 and Home Hardware, both now part of its Independent Hardware Group (IHG). Mitre 10 gets “The
Block” sponsorship, and the host of that show, Scott Cam, as its brand spokesperson.
As far as HNN has been able to work out, relying on comments by some industry insiders, Home Hardware seems to get less. It has a sponsorship of the National Rugby League (NRL), and a presence on TV in both the NRL and the Australian
Football League “Footy Shows”.
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“The Block” sponsorship delivers on-air use of Mitre 10 products, TV commercials (TVCs) and the halo effect of using Mr Cam as a spokesperson. Industry
estimates put the average cost of a top-tier Block sponsorship at over $3.1 million.
As HNN has commented in the past, it’s a very canny use of limited funds to create
good cut-through.
The “Footy Show” sponsorship delivers less to Home. In the AFL version there
are shots of the Home logo behind the audience and the use of a small Home logo
on some screen graphics. There is also a 20-second Home-branded video that promotes a competition the retail group sponsors.
In the NRL version, there is even less promotion. Home sponsors two segments, and is minimally featured in each. In one segment there is an 11-second
Home-branded video clip, which shows two of the hosts “mucking around” in a
Home store to promote another competition.
All of this is simple brand support -- no chance to highlight specific products
or current deals. It’s notable that other sponsors back their sponsorship up with
multiple TVCs, but this seems not to be the case for Home.
While sponsorship costs are hard to determine, when Nissan pulled its advertising from both Footy Show series over comments that many regarded as being sexist by one of the hosts, the cost of its sponsorship was put at $2.1 million. Advice
received by HNN is that the Home Hardware sponsorship may be significantly
less than that amount.
The “Footy Show” does run for a period of 28 weeks, while “The Block” is around
12 to 14 weeks. However, “The Block” is shown four times a week in prime time, as
well as having repeats shown over the weekends. With the “Footy Show” suffering
ratings problems in recent years, there is high contrast in audience viewing numbers between these.
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Overall, some industry figures have told HNN that they estimate total
advertising spend by Metcash on Mitre 10 will be greater than its spend on
HTH by a significant amount for FY 2016/17. Just on the basis of the sponsorships alone, it would seem Mitre 10 receives more money for marketing than
Home Hardware does. Though it is true that some spending is difficult to
estimate, such as local area marketing (LAM), catalogues, and so forth.
There is, HNN is sure, no desire by IHG to somehow “short-change” Home
Hardware at all. It’s very obvious that IHG/Metcash really want Home Hardware to succeed. What has happened is most likely the result of a combination of four circumstances:
IHG has a lot on its plate in joining the two retail groups together;
Home does not have a history of well-developed marketing that IHG can
build on;
Budget constraints are tight as parent company Metcash has likely not
had a very profitable year; and
There is some uncertainty as to whether it makes sense to continue the
Home Hardware brand at all.
The result, for this calendar year so far at least, is a kind of marketing “drift”, of continuing past practices even though circumstances have
changed.
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There are problems with this drift. Home Hardware members have already gone through 18 months of uncertainty, and prolonging that seems
unhelpful. Secondly, from the point of view of investment analysts, this drift
represents lost opportunities. With the removal of Masters from the market,
the analysts will expect a lift in overall earnings before interest and taxation
(EBIT).
It is always sad to see what has been a great brand get diminished, and
Home Hardware has been a great brand, most recently winning Roy Morgan’s Hardware Store of the Year for 2016. The realities of the current market
might just dictate, however, that given Bunnings’ dominance, there simply
is not room for two nearly equivalent independent brands like Mitre 10 and
Home Hardware.
Just looking at this marketing example makes clear some of the advantages of moving to one brand instead of two. If all the marketing budget is
pooled, even with some costs taken out, it’s likely the one brand would have
a 50% increase in funds for support. And under one name, every dollar spent
supporting the brand would benefit every store.
All told, IHG’s current policy of making Home Hardware retailers wait until December 2017 before announcing whether it will move forward with one
brand or two is unlikely to improve matters for Metcash, and it will certainly
make life that little bit more difficult for those retailers. While we’re sure IHG
is not being deliberately inconsiderate to them, HNN does believe that these
hard working owners and their families really do deserve a bit more
certainty.
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big box update
Lowe’s to sell stake in
Masters: arbitration
in this
update:
•start
Proposal
text for
Edwardston (SA)
store

• Bunnings in
Devonport (TAS)
expected to open
in 2018
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• Woolies’ succesful appeal over
planned Masters
store in Bendigo
(VIC)
• Bunnings NZ
makes changes
for local neighbourhood

• Woolies can sell
Masters sites to
Home Consortium

Woolworths recently announced that
US retailer Lowe’s is
required to sell its 33%
stake in joint venture vehicle Hydrox
Holdings, the corporate entity that owns
Masters Home Improvement, following
court-ordered arbitration between the two
parties.
The value of Lowe’s
stake in the failed
Masters business will
be determined by a
third-party independent expert, then Woolworths will be required
to pay that amount to
its former partner.
The sale of Lowe’s
shares to Woolworths
will enable the Australian retailer to then
sell the business to
Home Consortium.

The statement from
Woolworths said:
As a consequence
of [the] award, Woolworths will be able to
conclude the proposed
transaction with Home
Consortium without
the consent of Lowe’s,
once the final valuation and share transfer
processes have taken
place.
In August last year,
Woolworths announced that Home
Consortium – which includes families behind
Chemist Warehouse
and Spotlight – would
buy 40 Masters freehold sites, 21 Masters
freehold development
sites and 21 Masters
leasehold sites.
In addition, it said it
would sell inventory
for about $500 million

and sell the Home
Timber and Hardware
Group business for
$165 million to Metcash.
Combined, Woolworths said it would
reap $1.5 billion in
gross proceeds from
the three deals, but
only $500 million
after costs and prior to
shareholder payments.

Woolworths of acting
in bad faith when it
offloaded 82 sites to
the Home Consortium
as part of its exit from
its Masters hardware
business.
The legal wrangling
had delayed the completion of the $750m
agreement as Lowe’s
was unwilling to sell its
33% stake in the joint
venture.
Lead up to
Woolworths said
arbitration
the latest development would allow
Woolworths and
the conclusion of the
Lowe’s have been argu- proposed sale to Home
ing over the value of
Consortium without
the latter’s 33% stake.
the approval of Lowe’s.
Experts hired by Woolhttps://goo.gl/Qpwoths have judged
guDV
the stake to be worth
https://goo.gl/6S1mPf
nothing, while Lowe’s
has said it is worth
$654 million.
Lowe’s also accused
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big box
update
Bunnings submits plans for Edwardstown
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The inner suburb of
Edwardstown located
6km southwest of Adelaide (SA) could be the
location of a new Bunnings store. Developer
Commercial & General
has lodged plans for a
$45 million Bunnings
Warehouse at 1028-1042
South Road, Edwardstown, the site of a
former Bridgestone
factory.
Bunnings also continues to negotiate with
Mitcham Council over
a $42 million store proposed on Goodwood
Road, Panorama. The
big box retailer has not
confirmed whether the
latest plans are instead
of or as well as those
for Panorama. The
two sites are 2km from
each other.
However Southern
Business Connections
co-chairman Phil Ransome believes the site

would be better used as
a start-up business hub
like the former Mitsubishi factory at Tonsley.
He told Adelaide Now:
Bunnings will attract
people to the area, but

Plaza on the other side
of South Road.
Mitcham Council’s
Development Assessment Panel rejected
the Panorama proposal in August 2016

revised plans with the
council.
The 4.3ha Edwardstown site is in the
Marion Council region
but the development
application will be

ended operations there
in 2015.
Mitcham mayor
Glenn Spear said he
would be disappointed
if Bunnings did not go
ahead with redeveloping the Panorama
TAFE site, which was
looking “shocking”
because of vandalism.
He said:
Bunnings has bent
over backwards to
appease residents’
concerns about the site.
They’ve been very good
corporate citizens.
The Bridgestone site
is still listed as for sale,
and the Marion and
Mile End stores will
not be closing.

how many Bunnings
can you go to?
He said the area was
already congested
with the Castle Plaza
shopping centre just to
the north and Melrose

because of concerns
about landscaping,
paving and a lack of
trees. A court appeal
by local resident Neil
Baron is on hold while
Bunnings works out

handled by the State
Government’s Development Assessment
Commission. It is still
owned by Bridgestone
and car parts maker
Toyoda Gosei, which

https://goo.gl/6dZI9e
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big box
update
Woolies’ wins appeal over Masters Bendigo
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The Court of Appeal
has ruled in favour
of Woolworths in its
$14 million legal battle
with a landowner over
its failure to build a
Masters Home Improvement store in
Strathdale, Bendigo
(VIC).
Woolworths successfully appealed
a Supreme Court
judgement that it pay
$10 million in damages
and $4 million interest
to North East Solution
Pty Ltd (NES).
The trial judge had
initially found that
both Woolworths

and Masters had
breached the terms
of an agreement for
lease of a property on
the McIvor Highway
on which a Masters
store was to be built in
2010. The judge found
that Woolworths had
not acted in good faith
and reasonably and ordered that it pay NES
damages of more than
$10 million and interest
of over $4 million.
The Court of Appeal
has set aside those orders and made orders
dismissing the claim
by NES.
The agreement for

lease provided for
Woolworths and NES
to negotiate reasonably and in good faith
the amount that
Woolworths would
contribute towards the
construction costs of
the Masters store. The
trial judge found that
Woolworths had failed
to comply with the
obligation in a number
of respects.
In allowing the
appeal, the Court of
Appeal concluded that
there was not sufficient evidence to prove
Woolworths failed to
negotiate in good faith.

The store was to be
Bendigo being pursued
built on the McIvor
by Bunnings.
Highway in Strathdale
https://goo.gl/tVHDtl
in 2010 on land owned
https://goo.gl/tvX03i
by NES.
Woolworths ditched
the deal with the
company to chase a
lease on another site in

Bunnings NZ makes changes to Grey Lynn store
Ms Coombes said
the three-level store
is a NZD42 million
(AUD39.2 million)
investment by the
Wesfarmers, which
expects 3500 customers a day. She showed
how trucks arriving
at the city store could
not be any more than
7m long because they
would not fit on the
turntable.
WA controversial new executive, showed the
After a long battle,
The nursery on the
Bunnings store that
New Zealand Weekthe Arch Hill Resinorthern side has
a group of Auckland
end Herald how the
dents Association won only two speakers and
residents fought hard chain’s first inner-city concessions in the
broadcast volumes
to stop, has recently
warehouse would have Environment Court:
would be controlled,
opened. However, the
smaller delivery trucks, nearby houses must
she said.
big box retailer says it an internal truck
be checked for strucWe’re very conscious
will operate in a way
turntable to ensure
tural damage from the we’re operating in a
that aims to make it
delivery vehicles did
building work, summer high-residential-use
less intrusive in the
not back out on to the trading hours are lim- area so we cut down on
neighbourhood.
street and lower noise ited, loudspeaker use
traffic flow and noise.
Jacqui Coombes,
levels broadcast into
will be controlled and People will come here
Bunnings NZ chief
the surrounding areas. traffic slowed.
and we’ll continue to
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work with the local
community. We want to
be part of the community.
Ms Coombes also said
the new store would be
the 54th New Zealand
Bunnings and the
349th Bunnings store
in Australasia.
David Batten, a Grey
Lynn Residents Association board member,
said:
The store is what it
is. Our views haven’t
changed at all, to be
honest. This came out
of mediation. Bunnings
has showed themselves
to have attempted to be
good neighbours.
https://goo.gl/0UB5gH

big box
update
2018 opening for Bunnings
Devonport
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The construction of a
Bunnings Warehouse in
Devonport (TAS) is continuing. The store is taking over
the K&D Warehouse site at
the Devonport Homemaker
Centre.
The Bunnings development was originally
proposed for a site at Stony
Rise Road next to the
Devonport Homemaker
Centre. Towards the end of
2015, $2 million was spent
on site preparation for the
warehouse chain and a
smaller development.
Bunnings general manager – property, Andrew

Marks has not provided
an update on the future of
Stony Rise Road site. He
told The Advocate the $19
million store is expected to
open in 2018. He said:
Construction works are
currently underway and
progressing as planned at
the new Bunnings Warehouse Devonport site.
Fairbrother Construction
has been contracted to
build the store.
https://goo.gl/KPpPhT
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indie update
in this
update:
•start
Home
Timber &
text
Hardware has a
new advertising
agency

• J.A. Berry in
Gunnedah (NSW)
joins Hardware &
Building Traders
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• Porters buys four
Woodmans Mitre
10 stores

Store consolidation in
Mackay, QLD
Prominent Mackay-based hardware
business, Porters has
acquired four Woodman’s Mitre 10 stores.
Managing director
Gavan Porter Snr
said the company
purchased the stores
located in Sarina,
Marian, Proserpine
and Cannonvale (QLD).
He and his brothers, director Paul Porter and
chairman of the board
Barry Porter, said their
family would retain
total control over all
stores.
Woodman’s Mitre
10 on Nebo Road in
Mackay is not part of
the deal and will close
to customers on May
31, according to owner
Kerry Woodman. But it
will remain a head office for Mr Woodman’s
businesses.
Gavan Porter Snr said
the company will now
be part of Mitre 10’s
network of stores. Its
existing Porters Building Supplies, Hardware
and Lifestyle and
Whitsunday stores
will operate under the
new Porter’s Mitre 10
banner from June 1.
He said Mitre 10 is “a
buying and marketing
group and they’ve got
nothing to do with
ownership”. He told the

Porters is a prominent family business in Mackay, Queensland

Woodman’s Mitre 10 on Nebo Road, Mackay is not part of the deal
Daily Mercury:
It’s all still under the
Charles Porter and
Sons’ banner.
Barry Porter said the
trio still “want Porters
to be family owned in
175 years”.
We’ve got fifth and six
generations working in
the business now and
we don’t want that to
change.
Gavan Porter said
customers could
expect “newly reinvigorated teams, wider
product ranges, new

loyalty programs and
in-store services under
the new Porter’s Mitre
10 banner”. He said:
We are excited to be
joining the Mitre 10
group as Australia’s
largest independent
home improvement
and hardware wholesaler to the industry;
this will allow the
Porters business to
continue to thrive and
grow for many years to
come.
The move to Mitre
10 could also see the
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establishment of dedicated Trade Centres in
Mackay and Cannonvale.
The Porter brothers
said their company
and Woodman’s Mitre
10 shared similar core
values. Paul Porter
said:
It’s great to take
over the Woodman’s
business, they’ve been
a great business here
in Mackay for so many
years. They’ve decided
continues next page

indie
update
J.A. Berry changes to HBT
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Catalogues are dead and the future is in direct sales, according to Dave Berry owner-operator of the J.A. Berry hardware
store in Gunnedah (NSW). From June 2017, it will return to its
independent retail roots and become a member of Hardware
& Building Traders (HBT).
The store will no longer be part of Home Timber & Hardware (HTH) and deal directly with suppliers. Driving the
change is a loss in faith in the catalogue industry. Mr Berry
told the Namoi Valley Independent:
We don’t feel there is a future in catalogues anymore. There’s
too many people in that game now. We don’t think it’s financially viable.
He said the overhead costs in the franchise were too great
in today’s market and the change in name will make life “a lot
easier”.
We’re reinventing JA Berry as a true independent.
But it’s not the first time the trader has run his own ship.
The business was independent in the early days even before
it was a Thrifty Link store that changed to HTH in 2011.
https://goo.gl/JLdJbm

Home Timber & Hardware
changes media agency
The Home Timber & Hardware (HTH) media account has
moved to Starcom Melbourne from Dentsu Aegis without
the companies having to pitch for the business.
The account includes media buying and planning and follows the acquisition of HTH by Metcash, a Starcom client,
last year.
Starcom has been the media agency of record for Metcash for more than a decade, which has Mitre10 since 2010.
Metcash Independent Hardware Group general manager –
marketing, Karen Fahey said:
We’ve had a great relationship with the Melbourne team
for a number of years, and are looking forward to extending the relationship further. As Australia’s leading independent home improvement and hardware wholesaler to the
industry, the quality of our partners is paramount.
Starcom Melbourne managing director Peter Toone adds:
To be able to work with not one but two leading hardware
brands is a rare opportunity, and one we are very excited to
be able to fulfil. Both Mitre 10 and Home Timber & Hardware have a strong track record in building their brands
and giving them a unique role in Australia’s hardware
landscape.
https://goo.gl/IUqYAN

Store consolidation in Mackay (cont.)
to exit the market and
we decided it was a
great opportunity to
take it on. It gives us
a lot of strength in
our buying. They (the
stores) will all still be
totally owned by the
Porter family.
Established in 1883 by
Charles Porter, originally as a timber yard,
Porters is today run by
fourth and fifth gener-

ation descendants.
Porters already
employs 150 staff and
once the acquisition is
complete, there will be
about 50 more.

Woodman exits
Mr Woodman
said while it was
“heart-wrenching” to
reach the decision, he
had “acted in the best

interests of our staff”.
They were primary
in our consideration.
Some staff (at Nebo
Road) will transition
to Porters, some will
stay with the business.
We’ve been in business
here since 1939 and
our family has a long
association with the
industry.
Other businesses
owned by Mr Wood-

man will continue
including the Bristol
Decorator Centre,
Mackay Timber and
Truss, Mackay Glass
& Aluminium, Woodman’s Roofing Centre
and Mackay Brick
Sales. He said:
It’s only a partial
sale of some of our
stores to the Porters
organisation. It was
an extensive negotia-
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tion. It wasn’t a simple
transaction because
it was only part of our
business.
Mr Woodman hopes
to build up and invest
in his other businesses,
including his role as a
distributor for Trailers
2000 and his paver and
brick business.
https://goo.gl/XkHqjQ
https://goo.gl/RYcAsR

supplier
big box update
update
Big River confident on
detached housing
in this
update:
•start
Husqvarna
text is
trialling garden
equipment rental
in Sweden
• PPG makes
another offfer to
Akzo Nobel
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• Klika distributing Ford Power
Equipment in
Australia

• Big River MD
speaks on housing and consutruction

Jim Bindon, managing director of timber
and steel building
products supplier Big
River, believes detached housing, commercial construction,
civil engineering and
infrastructure projects
are all poised for solid
growth in the next few
years, with the only
the apartment market
likely to slow down.
Mr Bindon said the
detached housing construction market was
just running at longterm average levels,
while the infrastructure projects planned
by governments meant
there was substantial
activity.
Commercial building
activity still hasn’t recovered to levels seen
before the GFC.
The renovations
market was also set to
strengthen as home
owners, reluctant to
shift, planned upgrades to their current
residences. Dwelling
approvals in Australia
in 2016, however, were
at their highest point
in the past 15 years.
Big River timber and
steel products are used
by about 2700 professional builders and
construction companies.
The NSW-based firm

wants to wants to
expand through
the acquisition of
privately owned
timber yards and
other operators
in a sector where
there are more
than 2000 small
players, as it
headed towards
an ASX listing.
Many of those
JIm Bindon, managing director, Big River
businesses are
family owned without 2016-17 to $6.9 million
River, with the supply
clear succession plans. in the following finan- of building products to
Mr Bindon told the
cial year.
that firm representing
Financial Review:
The company has
about 7% of Big River’s
It’s a very fragmented manufacturing
total annual sales.
industry.
facilities at Grafton
Big River is chaired
Stockbroker Taylor
and Wagga Wagga in
by Greg Laurie, who is
Collison has closed off regional NSW and runs also a director of furnia fully subscribed $17
12 sales and distributure group Nick Scali.
million raising by Big
tion centres, which
Other directors include
River. The company
cover the major capital Malcolm Jackman, a
has an indicative mar- cities in Australia.
former managing diket capitalisation of
Big River derives 31% rector of agribusiness
$77 million at the issue of its revenue from
and pastoral company
price of $1.46 per share. customers building
Elders.
Sydney private equity multi-residential
A small part of Big
firm Anacacia Capital, housing, 29% from res- River’s timber and
which acquired a con- idential housing and
building products busitrolling stake last year, 25% from commercial ness competes against
isn’t selling down any
building projects. The the trade part of Bunshares in the initial
remainder comes from nings as well as Mitre
public offering, with
civil infrastructure and 10, [and presumably
major shareholders es- industrial customers.
independent retailers
crowed until late 2018.
In early March
in the Hardware &
Sales revenue is fore- it spent about $7.5
Building Traders group
cast to be $201 million million buying the
and Natbuild.]
on a pro-forma basis in Adelaide Timber and
https://goo.gl/fPHfqk
2016-17, rising to $207.3 Building Supplies busimillion in 2017-18.
ness from home buildNet profit after tax is er Rivergum Homes.
projected to increase
Rivergum Homes is a
from $5.99 million in
major customer of Big
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Consumers renting tools, says Husqvarna
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Outdoor power
equipment maker,
Husqvarna has begun
a pilot project in
Stockholm Sweden, for
homeowners to access
pay-per-use power
tools for the garden.
This eliminates the
need to maintain and
store hedge trimmers,
chainsaws and other
tools that are used less
frequently.
The project is part of
Husqvarna’s plans for
“sustainable solutions
for taking care of gardens and green spaces”.
Husqvarna Battery
Box, is a “smart”, 8m
x 3m, unattended
container with 30
electronic lockers that
store battery powered
garden care products.
Through an iPhone

app, homeowners
can reserve tools, get
instructions, pay, and
open the locker to pick
up their pre-booked
power tool.
The Box will be
placed at Bromma
Blocks, a shopping
centre 15 minutes
west of Stockholm
city. Renting a garden
care product will cost
SEK350 (AUD54) a day.
Husqvarna division
president, Pavel Hajman, said:
People are already
sharing homes and
cars. To share products
that are only used
occasionally, like a
hedge-trimmer, makes
a lot of sense for some
users. Husqvarna
Battery Box is proof
of our commitment to

explore new solutions
that merge innovation
and sustainability,
benefitting the homeowner, the community
and our distribution
network.
Husqvarna wants
to move from petrol
powered products to
silent battery products
with no direct emissions in urban areas.
The company hopes
to collect insights on
market maturity, customer behaviour, and
potential future revenue streams. The test
period runs from May 1
to October 31, 2017.
After completing registration in the iPhone
app Husqvarna Battery
Box, the customer can
reserve one of the 30
available battery pow-

ered products (chainsaw, hedge trimmer,
trimmer or blower).
The app guides the
user on how to open
and close the door to
the particular locker
where the product
they want to rent is
kept.
The app also includes
how-to videos to explain how the product works. The Box,
powered by solar cells,
will be serviced by
Husqvarna staff daily,
ensuring that products
are in good condition
and that the batteries
are fully charged.
The connection
between Husqvarna
Battery Box and the
customer is enabled
via Bluetooth. For
identification purpos-
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es, the customer uses
the Swedish ID app
BankID. Payments are
charged to the registered credit card at
the end of the month.
During the pilot
period, the app is only
available on iOS.
The battery series in
the Box is powered by
a 36V Li-ion battery,
and one battery fits all
the available products
(chainsaw, hedge trimmer, blower, trimmer).
UK retailers such as
Homebase and Wickes
offer garden tool
hire services but the
Husqvarna pilot takes
renting tools into a
new phase.
https://goo.gl/0cQ77s
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Akzo Nobel considers latest PPG offer
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studying several scenarios
about how to
move forward, mindful
that several
of its shareholders want
it to engage
with PPG in
negotiations.
Among the
options being
considered by
Dutch paint maker
unveiled on April 24,
Akzo is talking to PPG
Akzo Nobel’s (Akzo)
still does not value
only about some of
supervisory board is
the company highly
the issues that would
considering its options enough, especially in
affect the deal, such as
after deeming PPG In- light of Akzo’s plans to antitrust approval risk,
dustries’ latest USD29 unlock value by explor- or rejecting it outright
billion (AUD39 billion) ing a spin-off or sale of without any engageoffer to be insufficient, its specialty chemicals ment, the sources said.
according to a report in business, and the risks
This is because Akzo
Reuters.
it sees in the potenis concerned that
Akzo believes that
tial deal, sources told
engaging with PPG in
PPG’s third acquisiReuters.
comprehensive deal
tion bid, which was
However, Akzo is
negotiations would

weigh on its prospects
of getting PPG to improve on its offer much
more, according to the
sources.
No timeline has been
set for Akzo’s response
to PPG, the sources
said.
PPG said its latest
acquisition proposal
was worth EUR96.75
(AUD143.46) per Akzo
share, comprised of
EUR61.50 (AUD91.19)
in cash, 0.357 shares
of PPG common stock
and dividends worth
EUR7.78 (AUD11.54).
That’s a 50% premium to Akzo’s closing
price of EUR64.42
(AUD95.52) on March
8, the day before PPG
confirmed it had made
a proposal to buy Akzo
at EUR80 (AUD118.62)

per share. Akzo has
been arguing this
premium does not factor in the value of its
announced intention
to shed its specialty
chemicals business.
PPG has said it has
no plans to break up
Akzo following an
acquisition. It has also
said it will submit a
formal offer for Akzo
to the Dutch financial
markets regulator by
June 1, regardless of
whether Akzo chooses
to engage.
https://goo.gl/2B4VdT

Klika brings Ford Power Equipment to Australia
Online retailer, Klika
has been appointed
Australia’s exclusive
distributor of Ford
Power Equipment. The
product range of pressure washers, portable
generators, inverter
generators and water
pumps for both domestic and commercial
applications.
The company explains that the partnership agreement will
see it “expand beyond
its traditional pureplay online presence
and enter the Australian wholesale distribution chain”. Leo Zaitsev,
director of commercial
operations, said:

Klika’s partnership
with one of the world’s
most iconic brands is
true testament to the
strength of our business and represents
the next step in its
evolution. We are now
witnessing the merging
of our local omnichannel offering between
online retail and bricks
and mortar, but rather
than imitate our competitors by establishing
physical pop-up stores,
we will distribute directly via the national
retail chains.
We are already in discussions with a number of them which are
eager to gain access to

the Ford brand, which
Australians have loved
for over 91 years.
The Ford power
equipment range will
meet the upcoming
strict Australian
National Clean Air
Agreement standards.
We were very particular during our negotiations, as stringent
quality, reliability and
durability requirements is paramount…
Klika operates out of
its 15,000sqm central
facility in South Oakleigh (VIC) with satellite offices in two other
countries. It has its
own range of private
labels and offers other

brands such as Sony,
Breville, Apple, Huawei,
Disney licensed toys
and bedding, Uniden
and Belkin, to name a
few.
The company was
founded in 2005, is
Australian-owned and
operated, and has been
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acknowledged in the
list of “Top 20 Online
Retailers in Australia”
and Power Retail’s Top
100 Retailers list.
https://goo.gl/v39lr9
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Kitchens Heat Up
More than any other room in the house,
kitchens reflect whatever is going on in the
world. So it is probably no surprise that at the
moment the world of kitchen design seems to
be split between a range of options.
Customer overview
On one hand, there is a part of the market
that has become crucially concerned with
cost, more so than in the past. There seems
to be increased interest at the very low end,
driven by the ongoing increase in house prices, which leaves many new home-owners with
very little extra cash to perform renovations.
hnn.bz

A page from Real
Living magazine,
pictured is Amelia
Mather, the
creative director
of swimwear label
Tigerlilly, standing
in the kitchen of
her Alexandria,
NSW worker’s cottage. Photograph
by Maree Homer.
Real Living continues to be one of
he best and most
innovative home
design magazines
in Australia

Many are now opting to do their renovations over a period
of four or five years, with kitchens ranking near the top of
their desired work to be done. In addition to kitchens from
the Bunnings-only flatpack kitchen company Kaboodle, there
is also renewed interest in recycling older kitchens salvaged
from other houses, and working out ways to improve existing
kitchens instead of going for an outright replacement.
At the other end of the market are people who do have
an adequate income, and who see their kitchen’s function as
including its use as one of the centres for entertaining guests
and holding parties. While they are still interested in functionality, they also want something a little glamorous, and
that can, in an open-plan space, fit in with the surroundings.
If they do choose to go down the flatpack route, it’s because
they have a limited budget, and prefer to spend this on better
appliances and other fittings.
A third group, which exists somewhere in-between these
two consists of people who may be moving into retirement,
have recently downsized a house, or changed their marital
status in some way, and are primarily concerned with value.
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The first group values aspects of the flatpack kitchen such
as the potential to DIY the installation, or at least parts of it,
and the possibility to later upgrade its fittings simply as they
gain access to more funds. The second group places a high
value on being able to customise, whether that means painting the kitchen in individual colours, or choosing from a wide
selection of storage options and hardware fittings. The third
group typically has one or two necessities, such as a particular kind of storage or bench surface, and are willing to be
adaptable about other details.
In terms of engagement with kitchen renovations, an
August 2016 Houzz survey indicated that some 32% of respondents were considering a kitchen build or renovation of some
kind, while only 23% were considering similar work on their
bathrooms. While those numbers have probably not quite
flipped, there are indications that interest in bathroom renovations is climbing, and kitchen renovations have slipped a
little.
In its latest report on activity in kitchen and bathroom
renovations, Australia’s Housing Industry Association (HIA)
says that the combined business of installing kitchens and
bathrooms is worth around $11 billion a year, outside of renovations. It cites the number of 637,000 for installations during
FY2016/17. According to HIA chief economist Harvey Dale,
the range of housing stock about to enter the key 11year to 20
year age range should ensure an active renovation market for
a couple of years.
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Flatpack Kitchens
• The market continues to progressively change, from more
free-form playful kitchens to
sedate, basic kitchens
• Market has split between lowcost kitchens, and kitchens seen
as a centrepoint for entertaining
• Kaboodle is currently only flatpack kitchen supplier actively
marketing through standard
media channels
• Freedom Kitchens has entered
the flatpack market, riding its
sponsorship of TV series “The
Block”
• Kaboodle continues to grow its
marketing reach, including a revised website, and social media

Kitchen Style
A number of trends seem to be emerging at the moment.
In general the trend back to lighter and plainer kitchens has
continued, with playful cafe-like styles proving to be less
popular. Both starkly white, and in some cases, black kitchens
are proving to be fashionable. A variation on this is a move
to kitchens that have darker cupboards below bench level,
and are then white or another bright colour above the bench.
Kitchens of a dark green colour are also proving popular.
Alongside these changes, the theme of natural wood finishes
that began in late 2016 is continuing, with variations.
Either natural or manufactured wood flooring has all but
replaced tiles. The movement from kitchen counters to more
table-like seating arrangements seems to have halted for the
moment, with counter seating continuing to dominate. Texture and grain, in flooring and countertops, and throughout
some kitchens, has gained in general importance.

The suppliers
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When we put together our last survey of the marketing for
flatpack kitchens in Australia, we remarked on the absence of
Swedish big-box homewares retailer IKEA from all magazine
advertising, up until the very end of the usual kitchen season, when it did a small ad buy across a couple of magazines.
HNN speculated that this might have been a mistake or a
hiccup, brought about by changes to media buying agencies
for IKEA on a global scale.
It seems that was not the case, as this kitchen season has
also seen a complete absence of any advertising by IKEA. In
fact, as near as we can tell, IKEA has ceased advertising in all of its categories of homewares as well.
However, what has happened, and is of equal
interest, is that Freedom Furniture announced the
release of their own flatpack range of kitchens, to
supplement the custom kitchens they also build for
customers. They have installed kitchen centres in the
main Freedom Furniture mall stores, and released a
new catalogue for the products.
What makes this of particular interest is the current situation with The Good Guys (TGG) and their
kitchen installation business. After being a sponsor
of TV renovation reality show “The Block” for the
previous four seasons, TGG was not a sponsor of
season 12 of “The Block” in late 2016. Instead, Freedom
picked up that sponsorship.
At the time HNN surmised that this move was
aimed at helping to lift the valuation of TGG as it
was on the verge of being acquired by home electronics retailer JB Hi-FI. That acquisition went ahead,
and the newly formed company appears to have tried

Kaboodle has found itself with less editorial space, even as
IKEA exits the business. This is the only real page of editorial
it obtained from the usually more generous Better Homes &
Gardens.
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to recover from the lack of this crucial sponsorship by a
half-hearted attempt at engaging with another reality TV
show, “My Kitchen Rules”.
Meanwhile, Freedom Kitchens has surged ahead, making
good use of the sponsorship, to the extent that it has based
much of its website and its most recent catalogue on its
participation in building “The Block” kitchens for contestants.
Now Freedom is building still further on this good start by
releasing a premium entry into the flatpack kitchen area.
This means it has the potential to become a significant third
competitor in this area, especially since Masters Home Improvement, which did some good business with the Principal
kitchen range, has permanently exited the market.
The other potential competitor in flatpack kitchens at the
moment is Metcash’s Independent Hardware Group (IHG),
which consists of Mitre 10 and the newly acquired Home
Hardware members. While some Home Hardware stores do
have a decent kitchen display and services, such as the Hume
& Iser in the Victorian regional city of Bendigo, it is rare to see
anything equivalent in Mitre 10 stores.
For example, the Fagg’s Mitre 10 store in South Geelong is a
well-designed and planned store, borrowing much from Mitre
10’s Sapphire program. It does devote a reasonable area to a
kitchen cabinet display, but it is really not all that inspiring.
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To really drive the business in IHG, the company would
need a partner with the market-readiness and creativity of
Kaboodle. Even if such a partner were readily available, IHG
has so much work to do with the integration of two store networks, it would be surprising to see anything happen before
late 2018.

Kaboodle
With IKEA no longer competing for advertising pages in
Australia’s glossy home design magazines, Kaboodle seems to
have found itself confronted by an interesting situation. In
the past with both IKEA and Kaboodle buying pages, there
was a strong incentive for these magazines to feature editorial on flatpack kitchens. Now, even with Kaboodle making
some strong ad buys, it simply is not
receiving the same editorial attention.
Even Better Homes & Gardens, long a
stalwart supporter of all things associated with Bunnings, managed only one
real page of editorial.
The exception to all this has been, surprisingly, the Bauer magazine Homes+.
In its March 2017 issue it ran a five-page
editorial section on making use of the
Kaboodle flatpack kitchens, even though
at the time it received only a single page This is the last known IKEA kitchen ad in a magazine that HNN has spotted, from
November 2016.
of advertising. This was in sharp con-
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trast to Australian Home Beautiful, which did not run any editorial on Kaboodle in its March 2017 issue, but did get seven
single-page Kaboodle ads.
Homes+ did subsequently receive an opening double-page
spread from Kaboodle in its April 2017 issues, followed by an
opening four-page gatefold in its May 2017 issue. Advertising
with Australian Home Beautiful seems to have dropped off.
Buying double-page spreads and gatefolds has been a tactic
Kaboodle adopted during this kitchen season. Of the 35 pages
of ads HNN counted across five magazines for Kaboodle, only
nine were single page ads.

The “built to” campaign
The Kaboodle campaign for early 2017 had three
distinct types of ads. The dominant theme came from
the ads started in late 2016, which are for the most
part single-page ads, with body text that begins with
“built to...”, followed by a verb. The text in the earlier
ads was white against a shadowed, small brown box,
and the headline was in a bold san-serif font.
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In the newer ads, while the text is virtually unchanged, the headline begins with a san-serif bold
font for the word “built”, then continues in a san-serif
light italic font for the words “to ______”. The extended white box also includes the Kaboodle URL and
icons for Pinterest, Instagram and YouTube.
The images used in the ads have also changed
from late 2016 to early 2017. There doesn’t seem to be a
particular approach applied here, other than updating
the images to match evolving designs. However, there
do seem to be some additional “built to ...” scenarios,
such as the “Built to match” ad, which mentions the
ease with which the bench surface can be matched to
the splashback in the Kaboodle kitchens.
Some of these single page ads also have a double-page spread version, which seem not to alter the
ad’s text, but simply to provide an extended view of
the images used in them.
A comparison of the two generations of ads can be
seen in Figure 1.

The transformation campaign
The second campaign concentrated on providing
examples of the transformation of kitchens, by applying simple and inexpensive updates, which the renovators could mostly do themselves, with help from their
friends. This campaign made almost exclusive use of
gatefolds, including triple-fold cover gatefolds, which
Top is an ad from late 2016, and bottom is a
are just about the most expensive print buy there is in
similar
ad from early 2017. The text is the same,
magazines.
The examples given in the ads range from couples

though the typography has changed, as well as
the kitchen image.
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who want to spruce up the rapidly fading kitchen in their
current house, to investors in a rental property who make the
decision to inexpensively transform the kitchen, and enhance
the value of the overall property.

The dream kitchen campaign
The final, and much smaller campaign is also exclusively
double-page, and promotes the full process for installing a
new Kaboodle kitchen: Plan, select, create and enjoy. It provides a brief description of the situation, followed by some
quotes under the process headings given above. There is
small set of “before” photos, and a large, full-page “after” shot
of the new kitchen.

Online
Kaboodle has lifted its game by a considerable extent in its
online presence. The website provides a good mix of advice,
help and pure inspiration through extensive galleries of installations and product shots.
It’s notable that Kaboodle is using online for specific forms
of promotion as well. For example, it is promoting its Kaboodle Trends line launched in August 2016, which moves fast to
bring the latest in kitchen trends to Kaboodle customers. It’s
a very well done site.
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Kaboodle has also built a presence on Pinterest. There is a
good representation of product in its selection, but there are
some subtleties to Pinterest the company has yet to master.
While Pinterest looks like it is a pure pictorial site, it’s really
more about information.
Similarly with Kaboodle on Instagram, the company has
made a good selection of product pictures available, but
Instagram is, ultimately, about people. It remains a fact that
if promotion through Instagram seems a viable option as the
market is represented there, then the quickest way to gain attention is through the use of some kind of celebrity presence,
no matter how minor.
The company’s YouTube channel is pretty much
what you would expect. In addition to its current
TV ad, there is a range of quick videos to help DIYers
install their kitchen. Again, this is perfectly adequate,
though there is further potential as well.

In store: the Bunnings experience
As HNN has remarked several times as we’ve reviewed Bunnings stores, one of the highlights is always
the way in which the Kaboodle displays have continued to evolve. In particular, Kaboodle has been able to
adopt and adapt some of the good ideas that Hafele
and others pioneered in the Masters stores, not only
making use of these, but actually making them work
better, and perform in more compact spaces.

Kaboodle Trends is a feature on the Kaboodle
website which enables users to view Kaboodle’s version of what is hot in kitchens at the
moment.
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Analysis
It has been quite amazing to watch Kaboodle evolve as a
marketing force over the past three to four years, from its
first print ads to the well thought-out campaign it has fielded
in 2017. The key to much good marketing seems to be to extract as much value as possible from the resources used, and
its evident Kaboodle has applied much thought to that issue.
That said, the company will likely be facing some challenges over the next two to three years. The entry of Freedom
into the flatpack area, and the potential for IHG to find a way
to be more of a presence could create some difficult situations.
More than that, however, Kaboodle still does need to do
more to develop its own distinctive brand. As good as its
products can be, it is still largely regarded as a brand that is
used as a replacement for something else that is more expensive. While being inexpensive is an important part of both its
brand and its success, it needn’t be entirely confining. Products such as the Volkswagen Beetle, for example, became admired because they were cheap, but nonetheless characterful.
That is a very high standard to shoot for, but we’re really just
pointing to a lack that exists in the brand for the moment.
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The limited range of kitchen appliances displayed in the cramped confines of one of Bunnings compact format stores in Collingwood, Victoria.
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Kaboodle Ads
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In the column directly above,
the same style of ad from late
2016. In the two columns to
the left, this style of ad as it appears in early 2017. Typography has changed, but the text
is essentially the same.
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Kaboodle Ads
To the left, a double-page version
of the “built to” ads. Below, three
pages of a four-page front cover
gatefold that promotes Kaboodle
as a means of transforming tired
spaces. Bottom, one of Kaboodles
“dream” kitchen ads, which lays out
the process for getting a brand new
kitchen underway.
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Kaboodle Website

Kaboodle trends is where the company
launches its latest and trendiest offerings.
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The inspiration gallery is a feature missing
from many kitchen websites. Rather than
just as few as possible pictures to describe
the products sold, this shows a wide range of
different configurations in different settings.

Clicking on images in the gallery takes the
viewer to a more detailed view of what is on
offer.
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Kaboodle Social Media

Top left is Kaboodle’s presence on
Pinterest. Pinterest
is a social media
site that enables
users to post
images, and group
these images into
meaningful sets.
Other users can
follow these sets,
receiving updates.
Top right is Kaboodle’s presence on
Instagram. This is a
service that enables
users to post
images in a unique,
square format.
Left, is Kaboodle’s account on
streaming video
site YouTube. The
account hosts a
series of helpful
“how-to” videos
about assembling
Kaboodle kitchens.
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Bunnings/Kaboodle

Top two images show the latest
Kaboodle ranges showcased in a store.
One of the fundamentals of kitchen
displays in Bunnings is that these are
never placed in a corner, but displayed
mid-floor in a back-to-back configuration that lets customers walk around
them.
Left is one of Kaboodle’s highly compact displays. This shows a wire-frame
pull-out pantry shelf, in cabinet accessories for recycling and general waste,
and a display of materials that can be
used for benchtops and splashbacks.
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Bottom, the display of Kaboodle bench
tops at Bunnings Warehouse in Epping
Victoria. Bunnings and Kaboodle make
use of scale to show wide range, and
make the process of selection more
enjoyable.
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IKEA
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The one piece of kitchen advertising that HNN has spotted for IKEA is a recent video that shows an
animated adult apron preparing a meal, only to be joined by a child apron. Both dance around the
Metod kitchen, with different products (and prices) becoming highlighted as they go.
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IKEA is heavily reliant on its annual
catalogue, and the
actual display of
its kitchens. This
display is done
through a series of
vignettes, where
the kitchen is
portrayed in detail,
and fully dressed.
Note, top right,
that IKEA continues to push into
low-price territory.
Above, the accessory drawers are
equipped so as to
show the extensions to the line
that are available.

Freedom Kitchens
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Freedom Kitchens, part of
the Freedom Group that is
now owned by South African-based, Frankfurt-listed
retail company Steinhoff
International, has entered the flatpack kitchen
business. Shown in these
photographs are one of its
kitchen centres set up in
a shopping mall store in
Melbourne, Victoria.
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IHG
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The Independent Hardware Group (IHG) includes Mitre 10 and Home
Hardware stores. The top two images show details of the kitchen display at the Fagg’s Mitre 10 store in South Geelong. While this is a well
designed store overall, placing the kitchen display in a corner of the
building is actually not helpful in making it accessible to customers. It
is proficient, but not inviting.
By contrast, the kitchen display at the Hume & Iser Home Hardware
in Bendigo, Victoria is very inviting. Placed mid-floor, the store has
managed to create a cozy, intimate feel to the kitchen display. Bottom
left is a sidewalk sign outside Hume & Iser. Kitchens are a heavily
promoted store feature.
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Sleeping Tool Giants
Charge UP

Bosch and Stanley Black & Decker awake
from a post-GFC slumber
What is the big news in power tools for
2017? It might just surprise you.
US/Hong Kong company Techtronic Industries (TTI), makers of Milwaukee, Ryobi
and AEG tools, continues to develop its niche
product line, but as HNN described in our
lengthy analysis last issue, it’s likely on a ticktock-tock cycle, with strong innovation coming every third year.
In fact, our take on TTI at the moment is
that it seems that while the company’s CEO,
Joe Galli, is enthusiastic about more rapid future development, he’s being “braked” a little
by the company’s investors, who don’t have
his appetite for innovation.
hnn.bz

Understanding
the social context
of power tools
can be as important as getting
the technology
right. Bosch’s
insights into the
family lives of
its customers
helped it understand the attraction of a smaller
“robo-mower” for
suburban lawns

Makita, as always, has gone ahead down its path of quiet
excellence. There is something very Makita-like about its
launch of a compact 18-volt cordless line of tools, making use,
of course, of its standard 18-volt battery, but with a tool body
size close to that of 12-volt tools.
However, Makita is struggling with a very difficult problem: for a company renowned for its great designs and high
standards of manufacture, how does it develop a less-expensive, “value” brand that doesn’t cannibalise its main brand?
The MT Series partially answered that question in 2016, but
while parts of its range (for example, the corded routers)
make sense, the cordless tools, in the Australian market, really do not. (HNN will be looking in more detail at both Makita
and Hitachi in the next issue of HI News.)
That leaves us with two remaining large power tool companies, US company Stanley Black & Decker (SBD), and the
power tools division of the vast German firm that is Bosch.
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The two companies have much in common, in addition to
their size. SBD seemed to emerge during the past year from a
five-year process of digesting the merger between the two big
companies (Stanley Tools and Black & Decker). Not only did
it bring out some real innovations in its FLEXVolt range, but
it has also gone on the acquisition path again, getting hold
of the well-respected and familiar Sears Craftsman brand of
tools.
Its DeWalt brand also “teased” details of network-connected tools, which appeared (by a remarkable coincidence) just
as TTI was releasing its annual results. The teaser was largely
images, with only one sentence that declared anything definitive:
Tool Connect™ updates are coming soon; including a new
app, inventory management software, and 3 new ways to
connect anything on your jobsite. Stay tuned for more details
in the coming months.
That was three months ago, and there doesn’t seem to have
been any further information released. It will be interesting
to see if we learn more over the coming three months.
As impressive as SBD has been with its developments,
however, it’s really Bosch Power Tools that has begun to show
it can take advantage of the very big potential the company has, both with its stand-alone expertise and history, and
through its association with the larger Bosch company, and
its ongoing research into sensors. While it is likely that 2017
won’t be an outstanding year for the company (only a good
one), both 2018 and 2019 could turn out to be significant, not
only for Bosch itself, but for the industry as well.
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Bosch and Stanley Black &
Decker back in innovation
game

• After a period of little real innovation, both Bosch and Stanley
Black & Decker have returned to
innovation
• In the case of SBD, this can be
seen in its new FLEXVolt tool
• Bosch has a wide range of moderate innovations, in everything
from using a larger Li-ion cell
size, to developing connected
cordless power tools
• Bosch’s strategy is based on an
understanding of the social
aspects of its tools
• SBD has targeted a narrow niche
of professional consumers, but
it is a high demand niche

Stanley Black & Decker

SBD recently released its results for the first quarter of
its FY2016/17. The company reported overall revenues of
USD2,800 million, up by 5% over the previous corresponding
period (pcp), which was the first quarter of FY2015/16. SBD
also noted that its operations had become more profitable,
with an operating margin up by 1.1% on the pcp (excluding
merger costs). Gross margin was 38%, up by 1.4% on the pcp.
Excluding one-off items, earnings before interest and taxation (EBIT) were up by around 8.5%.
Australia did not perform especially well, with its revenues
slipping by 3%, following a similar decline in the fourth quarter to FY2015/16. North America currently accounts for 65%
of the company’s overall revenues, while Europe accounts for
18%.

Tools and storage
The company’s tools and storage division outperformed
other divisions, returning a net revenue increase of 6%. SBD
states that overall revenues increased by 9% over the pcp,
lifted by volume expanding by 6%, and acquisitions adding a
further 4%. Fluctuations in currency exchange rates reduced
these gains by 1%.
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Regionally, North America produced the highest level of
growth at 8%, while Europe grew by 6% and emerging markets grew by 1%. The North American growth was boosting
in particular by growth in the US market, with commercial
(Pro/tradie) sales up by over 10%, and DIY sales up by between 7% and 9%.
Operating margin for the division grew by over 16% on the
pcp, to reach 16.4%. In discussing this growth, chief financial
officer Don Allan said that every region worldwide showed
positive revenue growth for the quarter in this division. He
said that:
New product introductions and successful field conversions
drove growth in the commercial channel. Strong e-commerce
volumes and continued
momentum from the FlexVolt
launch, field growth in the US
retail channel as we did overcome some modest channel
inventory tightening.

Slide from Stanley Black & Decker’s FY2017 Q1 results presentation showing revenue distribution
worldwide.
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SBD’s backstory and FLEXVolt
The merger between tool companies Stanley and Black &
Decker was finalised in November 2009. This has been something of a vast undertaking, though also a proficiently managed one. It has also come at something of a cost, in terms
of actively managing some aspects of the business, such as
innovation in cordless power tools.
Some measure of that can be seen in DeWalt’s 12-volt cordless drill range. A revised version was launched in 2010, ahead
of its time in featuring slide-on Li-ion batteries, as opposed
to the in-handle batteries that many manufacturers still
produce. However, from that time until today, this product
has changed little. While Milwaukee, Bosch and Makita have
moved to brushless motors on their 12-volt lines, DeWalt has
persisted with its brushed motors. In a recent ranking of the
top 10 12-volt drills by respected website Pro Tools Reviews,
DeWalt came in fourth, behind the brushless tools of Makita,
Bosch and Milwaukee. It’s a seven year-old design.
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Innovation had slipped so far as a priority in the cordless
tool business that at one point SBD management, in response
to an analyst’s question at a results briefing, suggested that
they didn’t expect much innovation in the cordless tool area.
They suggested development would largely consist of the
spread and commodification of existing innovations, such as
brushless motors as well as larger and better Li-ion batteries.
The focus at the company was mostly on commercial performance, which resulted in some interesting new product
launches — the introduction of the Stanley FatMax range, for
example, was a brilliant move in the market — but very few
ground-breaking products.
By 2014, with Milwaukee in particular continuing to take
marketshare from DeWalt, and evidently starting down the
path of more radical innovations, SBD realised it needed to
take action. The result was what
the company calls the “Stanley
Fullfilment System 2.0” (SFS 2.0),
which works like an “operating
system” for innovation. This was
introduced in early 2015.
In its corporate financial
filings, SBD describes SFS 2.0 like
this:
Entitled “SFS 2.0” this refreshed
and revitalized business system
will continue the progress on
core SFS, but importantly, provide resources and added focus
into (1) commercial excellence,
(2) breakthrough innovation, (3)
digital excellence and (4) func-

Infographic from Stanley Black & Decker shows how SFS 2.0 works.
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tional transformation.

SFS 2.0 is something that gets SBD executives very excited — which is great to see. It’s also probably one of the few
corporate innovation programs that sometimes gets marketed directly to shareholders. In a “letter to shareholders”, the
effort is described as “breakthrough innovation special forces
teams”, that
... have been assembled across core business units that are
entirely focused on generating breakthrough ideas, beyond
the incremental. These teams, modelled after the incubator
approaches of standout innovators and startups across Silicon
Valley and elsewhere, are delivering solutions to unmet user
needs and creating disruptive, industry shaping ideas.

FLEXVolt
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FLEXVolt, a cordless tool system from
DeWalt that makes use of 54/60-volt batteries
that can, through switching between serial
and parallel connection, be stepped down to
18/20-volt for use on the rest of DeWalt’s 18/20volt line. This system is used to power tools
such as table saws, grinders and circular saws,
that would otherwise have to run off of mains
power. The larger units actually run off of two
of these batteries, or 120-volts of current. This
is the same as mains current in the US, and
the tools can also be directly plugged into the
mains, where it is available.
On its launch, DeWalt released information
about its considerable success that met with
more than a few raised eyebrows in the industry. Really new product launches need quite a
lot of what is called “sell-out” in the US, which
refers to retailers stocking up on product for
future sales, while “sell-through” is product
that has reached the consumer. SBD claimed a
figure of USD100 million in combined sell-out
and sell-through sales for the last four months
of calendar 2016 (to the end of SBD’s financial
year). There were concerns voiced by industry
commentators that much of the apparent sales
success might have more to do with sell-out
than real sell-through.
Asked about the prospects for FLEXVolt in
calendar 2017, the normally quite staid executives at SBD often become very optimistic
and enthusiastic. Here is the company’s chief
financial officer, Donald Allan, describing what
he sees as the product’s potential in response
DeWalt has been eagerly promoting FLEXVolt in Austrato an analyst’s question at the company’s
lia. Here members of the DeWalt team demonstrate the
announcement in January 2017 of its full-year tools to retailers from Hardware & Building Traders
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FY2016 results:
Yes, I would just add that related to 2017 your comment is
correct Nigel, we do see another USD100 million of incremental revenue that is included in our guidance. Jim however did
discuss in his comments that we have capacity up to USD400
million. So, in total we have USD200 million in our numbers
with incremental of a USD100 million next year so there’s capacity to take on another USD100 million.
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That enthusiasm has continued through to the most recent results for the first quarter of 2017. Jeff Ansell, the head
of SBD’s tools division, describes just how far ahead of some
expectations the company sees FLEXVolt performing:
What tends to be in this marketplace competitors are violent
and if your competitors don’t have a response they tend to —
they have a negative view on what you — what you’re doing
and how it’s performing. The reality is we couldn’t be happier
with FlexVolt and if you think of 7% growth in this first quarter 8% in North America, 6% in Europe. We’re very pleased
with that. But half that growth came from FlexVolt, half came
from the core, so what it says, our core business is vibrant, we
comped a very big quarter from last year and grew the core
at the same time while allowing FLEXVolt to provide the other
half of the growth.
Our retail execution of FlexVolt is now more than double-digits
ahead of what the customer expectations work, which is fantastic. And the uptick and uptake in industrial channels every
bit as good if not better. So if you consider those things and
you look to the fact that we are loading new flexible products
as we speak in this quarter and we will continue to load new
introductions throughout 2017. And as Jim said, in the next
several years that has been the real, the real driver behind
what you do with this breakthrough innovation team. We have
to continue to keep this fresh and we feel that we are quite,
quite nicely doing that.
The last point I would tell you is, while it takes time to introduce new systems and power tools, the fact that this does
leave the old system behind has led to a much faster adoption
than most new power tool platforms. As such, our growth in
FlexVolt, the ramp in FlexVolt is 10 times faster than the ramp
in brushless as an example. So we couldn’t be more pleased
and we are we know it’s a competitive advantage and the average of five stars. The average user rating of FlexVolt is 4.9, so
if you get the product right for the user everything else takes
care of itself. So we feel great.
Mr Ansell also explained elsewhere some of the future
potential that SBD sees for the FLEXVolt line of tools:
Well, the beautiful thing about FlexVolt is we are able to develop 20 volt tools where they’re appropriate, where the max watt
outperformance is appropriate. At the same time, develop 60
volt tools where the max watt outperformance is required and
obviously there is a cost difference, right, the 60 volt tool is a
more expensive proposition for the user and for us that delivers unprecedented performance, at same time the user wants
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the right tool for the right job, at the right cost.

So all those things come together and what you’ll see over the
next 36 months we’ll be presenting this to Jim and team in the
next few weeks and then you’ll see some of it at the May 16
session, you’ll see fresh introductions of both 20 volt and 60
volt tools coming within the FlexVolt range and I will tell you
that the users pick up on them has been equivalent. The user
likes what they can do with FlexVolt batteries under 20 volt
system but they really have also embraced the 60 volt performance. Circular saw in particular is absolutely killing it. The
portable you mentioned 120 volt, the portable products like
mitre saws which are 120 volt absolutely killing it. So the user
has embraced all those various platforms and because it gives
them the performance of corded in a cordless package. So
more to follow but yes we are very, very active in development
of 20, 60 and even 120 volts going forward.
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This point about possible future developments was also
made by SBD president and CEO, James M. Loree at the fullyear FY2016 results announcement:
It really is a market share gain mechanism that has enormous
potential event at the voltage levels we are at today. And
we haven’t even talked about going up the voltage curve or
the power curve, which we have the capability to do as we
develop this technology. And that breakthrough innovation
that we’re working on will have some more surprises I’m sure,
positive surprises in the future.
Mr Allan was also clear that, as optimistic as the forecasts
for FLEXVolt have been, the company sees those goals as
being largely met during the most recent quarter:
We expect the momentum surrounding FlexVolt which, by the
way, did meet expectations for the quarter, will be maintained
and bolstered by our commercial team’s launch strategy,
which has a well-designed roadmap of promotions and new
FlexVolt tool and accessory SKUs hitting the shelves regularly
over the next few years.
Of course, a major concern for SBD overall is the extent to
which the FLEXVolt range will be “cannibalising” its standard
range of tools, through replacing sales rather than being completely a matter of new sales. Mr Allan commented on this:
The USD100 million makes sense to us right now based on it’s
too early to really know what the cannibalisation is going to
be. And that’s something we’ll watch closely, but if the cannibalisation is not as high then there’s certainly a possibility that
we’re somewhere between that USD200 million to USD400
million number as the year progresses combined with some of
the factors that that Jim just mentioned.

The FLEXVolt market
The success of FLEXVolt, which seems to be confirmed by
the most recent results, was not that expected by most market observers. It’s a product that has two “strikes” against it: it
is very expensive, and it is close to being “ultra-niche”, in that
it appeals to a niche within a niche. It’s not only heavy con-
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struction builders that will use most of these tools, but those
builders whose business would get a big boost from the convenience of very powerful cordless products. The DCS7485
cordless table saw costs $1300, complete with charger and two
6-amp batteries, or $1000 as bare tool.
At a guess, what is driving high levels of sales is a combination of three factors. In many world markets pressures on
housing are continuing, driving up prices and pushing developers towards considering more multi-floored, multi-dwelling unit buildings. There is also an uptick in infrastructure
construction projects, as government seek ways to support
regions which previously relied on more outdated forms of
production. In both these cases, the need for high capacity
tools which reduce logistics support problems through being
cordless would be high. The third factor is the ongoing skills
shortage. Tools which help the existing workforce get more
done faster are bound to be popular.
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That said, of course, there is little doubt why SBD was so
enthusiastic in launching this particular product. Mr Loree
explained this in presenting the fully-year 2016 results:
And where we are really trying to attack is at the competitor’s
install base. And so think of FlexVolt as a battery system that
is establishing an install base as aggressively and quickly as
possible that requires DeWalt tools to operate and then think
of every year a wave of new tools SKUs coming in that will
enhance the substitution of corded products and the ability for
us to substitute corded products in the higher voltage, higher
power requirements, higher duty cycle type SKUs.
And if you think of it that way, I think it’s helpful because then
you will understand it really is, well there is going to be some
cannibalisation of our own coated tools, it really is a market
share gain mechanism that has enormous potential even at
the voltage levels we are at today.
The competitor, of course, is Milwaukee. In terms of strategy, at its core FLEXVolt is also a mirror to the Milwaukee
strategy of achieving market “lock-in” not only by making
high-quality mainstream products, but also by making
unique “can’t do without” products, that help get customers
— especially large customers — to go with one particular
charger/battery system over another.

Other developments
As mentioned in the introduction
to this article, DeWalt did send out
press notices about a new networked
tool system it had developed in late
February 2017, but, three months later,
there seems to be nothing happening
with this. The notices suggested it
would feature three different connecting systems.
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The “Tag”, which is similar to Milwaukee’s “Tick”, is a simple
tracker that can be stuck onto any tool — power or hand — to
provide tracking.
The “Connector” looks like an adapter that fits directly to
the battery slot on a cordless DeWalt, then accepts a standard
battery into it, and provides Bluetooth-enabled monitoring of
the battery.
The final image shows a row of four power tools, likely one
impact wrench and three drill/drivers from the back, with a
blue WiFi logo on the rear of the motor chassis. In front of
the handgrip, on the battery connection plate is what seems
like a row of four blue LEDs and a selector button. The text
reads: “Tools: Integrated Bluetooth Technology”.
To be generous, we could describe these evidently mockedup images of tools as “artist’s renditions of possible future
products”. The control panel featured, if actually produced,
would be an ergonomic nightmare, as it would require reaching around the shaft of the tool to operate. To function, the
panel would have to be rotated by 90 degrees, or a full 180
degrees, facing the front of the
tool — the way the actual control
panels on existing Milwaukee OneKey tools, which already offer this
full functionality, are positioned.
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HNN would be pretty certain
both that SBD has some plans in
place for developments such as
these, and we also would suggest it
will be very unlikely we’ll see any
of them before 2018. In large part
that is because the efforts of the
development team will be focused
on building out the FLEXVolt line
of tools, and SBD will likely not
want anything to complicate, blur
or distort its marketing messaging
around FLEXVolt.
Additionally, of course, there
is the matter of DeWalt’s much
promoted Bluetooth-connected
battery, which these proposed
tools relate to. In general, most
commentators (including HNN,
which has tested this device) agree
that this particular approach,
while not without its uses, is not
the best starting point to a fully
connected worksite. It provided
DeWalt with a connected product
that could be quickly launched
before Milwaukee launched its far
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more extensive One-Key connected tool systems.
Given things as they currently stand, DeWalt might be better served by starting development on the next generation of
connected tools. These are likely to rely on a central worksite
“hub”, such as a worklight or bluetooth speaker/radio, that is
hooked into the internet via a 4G chipset when WiFi is not
available. Tools would connect with these hubs via WiFi, and
provide full offsite monitoring without the need for intermediate connection through Bluetooth phones. It makes sense
that this will be the end point both Milwaukee and Bosch will
be working towards for 2020.

Stanley Black & Decker’s DIY story
SBD had been represented in the DIY area largely by the
dark orange and black Black & Decker brand. The company’s
recent acquisition of Craftsman Tools from failing US retailer
Sears could indicate that it is considering reviving this sector
of its business.
At the moment, Black & Decker is not competing well with
brands such as TTI’s Ryobi, and is constantly being encroached on by brands such as Worx, which offer innovative
tools designed to make chores around the house and garden
easier to perform.
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One possibility that could emerge during 2018 is the formation of a division of SBD that is dedicated to the DIY product
across a range of products. For the moment, however, it is
clear that SBD’s focus is more on the professional market and
we will probably not see much development of the Black &
Decker tools.

Analysis
The apparent success of SBD’s FLEXVolt system is a reminder that tools succeed through the combination of two
factors: the size of the market sector they go to, and the intensity of demand within that sector. SBD through some very
good research has found a niche that is of a smaller size, but
has a high intensity of demand — these tools have rapidly
moved to the “must have” list.
As with many of the developments of its arch-rival, Milwaukee Tool, there is also the question of to what degree the
FLEXVolt technology will create an effect on other tools in
the range. For professionals who will never use any FLEXVolt
tools, the only possible improvement is that they can, if they
wish, buy a large, heavy battery and another expensive charger, and attach that battery to their drill or circular saw to get
extended life.
This is starkly different from the approach that Bosch
in particular has taken, which is based on developing new
systems that benefit a broad range of users. That said, in the
process of moving from a company that saw development
strictly in terms of commercial excellence, to one that now
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evidently values the gains that can be made from new technologies, FLEXVolt is an excellent first step. HNN is sure
most of us are eager to see what comes next.

Bosch

Robert Bosch Power Tools has reported its results for 2016,
and these show an ongoing improvement. Sales were a record
for the division of the vast German firm Bosch, reaching
EUR4,500 million. In local currencies, the company states, it
experienced 7% growth over the previous corresponding period (pcp), which was calendar 2015. Taking account of currency fluctuations, growth came in at 4% over the pcp.
The results were good enough for the division’s president,
Henning von Boxberg, to declare that is was “the most successful year in the company’s history.” The company sold over
50 million power tools, he stated.
Geographically, the company reported strong sales in the
Iberian Peninsula (Spain and Portugal), the United Kingdom,
and Germany. Sales in Germany rose by 12% over the pcp.
Sales in India grew by 10%, while North America saw an increase of 7%, with Latin America growing by 5% over the pcp.
The Asia-Pacific region, which includes Australia, grew by 2%.

Innovation at Bosch
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Bosch Power Tools has an innovation story that is somewhat like that of Stanley Black & Decker (SBD). Like SBD, the
company went through a period in the years immediately after the global financial crisis (GFC) when it concentrated less
on true innovation and more on commercial execution. It was
pretty much at the same time as SBD, around 2014, that Bosch
began to change its approach, and pretty much for the same
reason: Techtronic Industries (TTI) had begun to innovate at
a rapid pace, making it imperative to keep up.
Also like SBD, as Bosch began to change, it was inspired
to release some technologies that were perhaps not as well
thought-out as they might have been. SBD released its Bluetooth-enabled batteries, and Bosch released wireless charging
for its cordless power tools. As with the SBD effort, there was
nothing really wrong with the cordless charging, it’s just that,
outside of very specific circumstances, it didn’t provide that
much of an advantage.
Over the past two years, innovation at Bosch has developed considerably, and it has its own, very Bosch-like character. Where both TTI and SBD have gone for “tent pole”
innovations, single feature sets that they pursue to the full
ten-tenths of effort, Bosch has instead developed multiple
innovations, which it develops with something like an eighttenths effort.
This is not due to any lack of commitment on the part of
Bosch. Rather, Bosch sees the environment in which it does
business as a kind of ecology of technology. Where the other
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companies go after major gains, and see this as helping to
subsequently boost everything else along, Bosch seeks to, as
much as possible, keep everything in balance, and develop
multiple aspects of its business at much the same pace.
In fact, innovation at Bosch could be seen as consisting of
three different main types. First there is pure technical innovation, which relates to the company’s efforts to develop new
and emerging technologies in a way that will help it boost
the performance of its products. Secondly, there is what we
might call “social innovation”. This looks at a particular situation, and tries to find a solution that fits a particular context.
For professional tools, this is usually the work situation. For
DIY tools, the context is usually the family and the balance
between leisure time and home chores.
Finally, there is individual innovation. Bosch looks at the
individual performing a task, the tool that is to be used, and
the actual task itself, and asks how the relationship between
the three can be made to work better.

”Soft” quality
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One aspect of this kind of innovation is that it has helped
Bosch to avoid a false step that other power tool makers have
made. It makes a lot of sense, of course, to divide tool systems
into those that are intended for DIY use and those that professionals use. DIYers are never going to stress a tool as much
as the Pros do, and building all tools to the same standard of
wear would mean that DIYers were being over-serviced.
This distinction is, however, very much
a mechanical one. Outside of the mechanical aspects of materials and construction
strength, when you enter the world of
electronics and software, it applies much
less. This is something not well understood by many companies. They will
produce excellent tools for tradies, with
all the bells and whistles that make using
a tool easier, and then produce for the
DIY consumer, who typically needs all the
help he/she can get, a stripped down, bare
basics tool that is harder to use.
A good example of how different
Bosch’s approach is can be seen in its recently released AdvancedGrind 18, which
is an angle grinder designed for use by
the DIY market. This combines many of
the features typically found on high-end
grinders for the professional market,
including: soft start, which spins up the
grinder on a predictable pattern; instant
braking of the spinning mechanism on
power release; and speed preselection.

Bosch’s EasyCut 12 on sale on Amazon; bottom, the tool in use
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For DIYers, this last feature is particularly important, as
it vastly expands the range of tasks they can use the angle
grinder on safely. The grinder is also designed to be lightweight, and has a softgrip plastic overmould, which while
it might not wear as well as the tougher skins on Pro tools,
provides an all-important aid to gripping the grinder, which
is important both for safety and comfortable use.
Taking this approach one step further, are two tools announced a year ago that have recently become available on
the market in Germany: the AdvancedCut50 and the EasyCut12. These are “sabre” saws that make use of what Bosch
calls a “nanoblade”, which looks like a miniature chainsaw.
DIYers can use these in place of jigsaws to make complex
curved cuts in wood.
The advantage of these tools is that they offer little or no
resistance when cutting wood, and they do not suffer from
the extreme vibration common to jigsaws. It’s an excellent
example of Bosch combining genuine technical innovation —
the development of the nanoblade — with individual innovation.
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An example of social innovation is Bosch’s ongoing development of the “robo-mower”. Relaunched on the market in
2017, the Indego 400 Connect robotic lawnmower is specifically designed to work with smaller lawns. Bosch had initially
thought this kind of device would be most popular with
families who had large lawns, but soon discovered people
with smaller lawns were just as good a market. They developed these smaller units, and have expanded them to include
smartphone app control in the latest models.

Professional tools
It is in the area of its professional, “blue” tools that the
benefits of Bosch’s eight-tenths approach to development can
fully be seen. For example, it is a bit of a shock to realise that
out of the four top tool companies, Bosch is the only one so
far to develop battery products that make use of larger cellsize in its Li-ion batteries.
Its Eneracer battery technology has
the 20mm by 70mm (20700) battery cells,
replacing the standard 18mm by 65mm
(18650) cells. These were pioneered in
power tools by Metabo (which is now part
of Hitachi). This is particularly surprising
given that both DeWalt and Milwaukee
place particular emphasis on the performance of their battery systems.
This is a purely technological development. An interesting social innovation
that Bosch has been pursuing for the past
two years is the development of better
dust extraction and clean-up devices.

Size comparison: the new battery is on the right
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This resulted from a series of studies that Bosch did on how
tradies performed their jobs. The company discovered that a
disproportionate amount of their time was spent cleaning up
after themselves. This could sometimes account for a third of
the total time spent on a job.
As a result, Bosch has developed an integrated dust extraction device that can be added to its 18-volt cordless
rotary hammers, the GBH 18V-26 and GBH 18V-26 F. The dust
extractor attaches to the rotary hammers, and has its own
motor drive, which draws power from the hammer’s own
battery. A cyclonic action helps prevent filters from clogging.
The extractors are available for both wet and dry conditions.

Connectivity
Like SBD, when Milwaukee first released its One-Key
system, Bosch rushed some quickly developed Bluetooth
connected systems into production to help lessen the gap in
product capability. These were not perhaps the best thoughtout systems, but Bosch promised that truly connected tools
were under development and, unlike SBD, they have actually
delivered them.
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While Bosch has made this connectivity available on products such as drills, perhaps the best place to see its features
is on the company’s new range of angle grinders. Its new line
of grinders includes the GWS 18V-115 C Professional and GWS
18V—125 C Professional.
Connectivity to the tool is obtained by fitting a small Bluetooth module that is purchased separately to the main tool,
which is powered by its own “coin” battery. This enables the
user to connect to the tool via the Bosch Toolbox smartphone
app.
What is interesting, however, is that for the most part this
connection relates to conveying information from sensors on
the tool, and not to making adjustments. Some adjustments
are available, such as the duration of afterglow of the LED
light, whether features such as SoftStart are enabled, and the
tool can also be locked from
the smartphone app. There is
also a condition report available, in terms of whether the
tool is overheating and so
forth.
However, actual tool settings are not available. These
settings are instead made via
a button on the grinder itself,
with the display showing up
on a simple series of LED pictographs.
It is a distinction that

Speed settings are still manually set on the new connected angle grinders from Bosch
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holds across all of Bosch’s connected tools. All of the serious settings, related to speed and so forth, are not available
via the connected interface. This is in stark contrast to the
Milwaukee One-Key system where not only are common tool
settings available, but users are free to make quite complex
customisations related to speed, torque and so forth.
What this indicates to HNN is that, at this stage, connectivity is still something of an add-on for Bosch tools. To fully
incorporate the kind of device control present on the Milwaukee One-Key system, the electronics would have to be
designed from the start to enable those functions.

Analysis
Due to its approach to technology development, it’s easy
to miss the how significant Bosch’s innovations have been.
Take, for example, the professional who is considering the
purchase of an angle grinder. At first look, there may not
seem that much to distinguish Bosch’s GWS 18V—125 C Professional from angle grinders made by other tool companies.
Features such as soft start and instant stop are good, but they
can be found elsewhere.
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But then there is the display/control, which clearly indicates the setting and provides a readout of battery chart. On
top of that, there is the Eneracer battery pack, which provides
a significant boost to runtime. Then there is the option of
having a connected tool, that provides better control of some
features, an easy way to add the grinder to an inventory, and
tool tracking as well.
In and of themselves, none of these technologies are likely
to directly result in a sale. When they are taken together, as
a part of the technology ecosystem the user is entering, they
add up to something very significant.

Conclusions
Perhaps the most interesting thing when it comes to writing about SBD and Bosch Power Tools is the extent to which
the topic of TTI and its Milwaukee brand keep coming up.
TTI’s CEO Joe Galli really did deliver something of an electric
shock to the entire industry in 2015 and 2016 as Milwaukee
released a series of innovative products to which its competitors had little or any direct response.
The responses from Bosch and SBD have taken final shape
only at the end of 2016, and both of them show some of the
signs of being a little rushed. The problems both companies
have faced, HNN believes, is that their product development
cycles run over around 30 to 36 months.
Thus Bosch was not able to fully integrate connectivity to
its tools, but only add what amounts to minor adjustments
and sensor readings. SBD’s approach was actually very smart,
in that rather than trying to boost its range of exRyobi ride-on electric mower
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isting tools, already through the first year or two of development, they launched a crash program to develop an entirely
new line of tools, in what seems to have turned out to be a
very vigorous niche.
The danger, when it comes to future connectivity development for these two companies, is that as they launch into
their next cycle of development, they will aim just a little
ahead of where Milwaukee is today. There is little doubt that
Milwaukee in its development efforts today is already looking
at the next generation of connectivity.
That said, it is also the case that even at the current level
of connectivity, today Milwaukee is probably at least a year
ahead of where the market currently is. In many ways, the
systems developed by SBD and Bosch may be a little better
suited to the immediate perceived needs of the professional
workforce. The difficulty is that if Bosch and SBD do not
catch up with Milwaukee soon, moving into 2020 it will have
obtained a significant lead.
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Where that really isn’t the case, is with the DIY tool sector. While TTI’s Ryobi brand has been well-managed and
has proved highly popular, there is little doubt that Bosch
is opening up a considerable lead in the technology for this
area. The nanoblade development is one aspect of this, and
devices such as its compact robo-mowers is another. Ryobi is
launching truly innovative products, such as its all-electric
ride-on mower, but it isn’t doing as much DIY specific deep
research as it could.
That said, it is also worth mentioning the third category
for power tools that exists alongside construction/trades
and the DIY market. That is, of course maintenance. One of
HNN’s conclusions is that TTI as a whole is making a very
solid play for the maintenance part of the market. Many of
the Milwaukee ProLogic tools it has released for plumbers
and electricians, for example, are really aimed at the maintenance market. This includes everything from the person who
looks after an apartment complex, to schools, hospitals, and
even whole cities. It’s not only a large and
highly profitable area, it’s also a market
that tends to be much less cyclical than
construction and infrastructure, producing a slow, steady demand, with nominal
variance.
It’s possible that this is not only a
secondary market for TTI’s Milwaukee
brand, but also, surprisingly, for its Ryobi
brand as well. While in the main Ryobi has been considered not durable or
powerful enough for full Pro use, it does
suit the tool profile for maintenance work
quite well, and would cost about 60% of a
Milwaukee or DeWalt alternative.

In the USA, the age of building stock is growing, as the pace of replacement
slows. This creates opportunities in the maintenance industries.
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There are just a few too many tools popping up in the
Ryobi line-up that would suit that kind of role for this to be
an entirely accidental repurposing of a consumer brand. For
example, the six-port battery charger, a range of cordless
worklights, an extensive selection of cordless nailguns, and
the QuietStrike oil-based impulse driver. Even something
like the Ryobi electric ride-on mower could play a significant
part in maintenance for low-noise requirement uses around
schools, hospitals and aged-care homes.
Overall, as we look at the developments at TTI, Bosch and
SBD, one thing that can be seen clearly is that as the technological component of power tools increases, so does the product differentiation. Ten years ago, there were Pro tools and
DIY tools, and the DIY tool was often based on the previous
generation of the Pro tool with a lower standard of materials.
Now we are looking at quite different design processes to
come up with Pro and DIY tools.
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In the Pro sector itself, we are also seeing further differentiation. That’s why FLEXVolt has been such a surprise success
story: SBD understood that it is becoming increasingly segmented, and that some segments, particularly at the upper
end, are currently underserviced. TTI, if HNN’s assumption is
correct, is really going after another Pro segment, one which
has on one side a need for efficient power tools to perform
jobs that hand tools have been used on for generations, and
on the other is actually looking for “good enough”, less expensive solutions.
As we will discuss in the next issue of HI News, this is also
what is at the core of the challenges that Makita, and to some
extent Hitachi as well, are facing in the developing market.
Makita tools are designed for general excellence, but it will
have difficulty in finding new growth markets as the market
continues to segment into specialisations.
This trend will also, over the next two to three years, have
a flow-on effect for retailers as well. We could see the rise of
specialist tool retailers, set up to service specific industry
sectors, such as construction and maintenance. This would
likely be a good thing for the retail industry, opening up more
opportunities, and giving independent retailers a chance
to differentiate themselves from larger tools speciality and
retail chains.
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usa update
Storytelling creates IT
innovation at Lowe’s
in this
update:
•start
Home
Depot
text
meets the changing needs of its
contractor and
DIY consumer
customers
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• Lowe’s uses storytelling as part
of innovation
strategy

US home improvement retailer Lowe’s is
stimulating innovation
by implementing an
ancient method: storytelling. When Lowe’s
wants to try new
things it pays science
fiction writers to craft
narratives chronicling
the future of home improvement. Kyle Nel is
the executive director
of Lowe’s Innovation
labs and has been the
driving force behind
the storytelling approach to innovation.
He explains to CIO
magazine:
The only real way
that we ingest new
information in a meaningful, long-term way
and take action on that
is through this uniquely human thing called
story.
The writers create
characters, conflict
and a narrative ark
and package them in
a comic book format
that essentially serve
as “strategic documents”. Lowes’ staff
then busy themselves
with building the
concepts introduced in
the comics. They have
spawned robots that
help customers find
their way in stories,
virtual reality for
design, and tools 3D
printed in, naturally,
space.

A behavioural
scientist by training,
Mr Nel shared the approach with attendees at the Forbes CIO
Summit recently. He
embarked on this approach to innovation
shortly after joining
Lowe’s from Walmart
in 2011 by conceptualising what became
HoloRoom, a home
improvement design
and visualisation tool
that lets people plan
renovations. Introduced in two Toronto
stores in 2014, the
HoloRoom is now in its
sixth iteration.
LoweBot serves as a
both a movable information kiosk and even
a store guide, with
users able to request
information about
finding merchandise
by speaking to it or
tapping on the robot’s
tablet interface. It is
currently available in
San Jose, California.
stores with plans for a
broader rollout.
Lowe’s is also using
3D printers to create
interstellar tools,
addressing a thorny
problem for astronauts
who lose or break tools
while aboard a space
station. Working with
startup Made in Space,
Lowe’s AMF printer
was installed on the International Space Sta-

tion, where it is being
used to make tools and
parts for astronauts.
The finished products are sexy, but Mr
Nel says the journey
requires a lot of not-sosexy work, including
exercises in database
management to render
details about 500
toilets “in a meaningful
way” or integrating
legacy systems to
serve up virtual reality
content. Yet he says the
outcomes are worth
the effort.
At the annual Shoptalk conference held
in Las Vegas in March
this year, Mr Nel also
said:
If you are just improving products or service
you’ll die. We live in
an experiential world
and we were sick of
scrambling.
An industry report
has referred to the
home improvement
sector as “Amazon
proof,” because retailers are enjoying robust
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sales and consumer
activity compared to
other retail segments
such as apparel.
One reason is the
attention some home
improvement retailers are paying to the
customer experience,
customer service and
how they are embracing emerging technologies.
Yet Mr Nel said that
while innovative technology is happening
every day, some things
remain the same.
“The basic OS hasn’t
changed, people haven’t changed,” he said,
noting a retail customer experience strategy
should be focused on
improving things that
people don’t even know
they want improved.
It’s about using stuff
and using it in an intuitive way.
https://goo.gl/1pe3rm
https://goo.gl/Y1h1Go

usa
update
Home Depot’s dual customer messages
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For Home Depot, professional contractors
(tradies) make up just
3% of its customers,
but generate 40% of
its revenue. The key to
the retailer’s success is
helping professionals
do their jobs efficiently
and cost effectively.
For contractors,
Home Depot offers
cheaper bulk pricing,
and sends them frequent updates on new
product availability
and product quantity.
Kevin Hofmann, Home
Depot’s chief marketing officer, told Ad
Week:
We have a much more
intimate relationship
with them. They don’t
need a store map; they
know our store. The
marketing challenge
there is more relational. It’s, ‘How are we
helping them make
money on their job?’
It’s more B-to-B versus
B-to-C.
For the rest of its
consumers, who visit
the store four to six
times a year, their
Home Depot runs are
vastly different, not
only from contractors,
but from occasion to
occasion. He said:
Sometimes they’re
there to pick up paper
towels or laundry
detergent, other times
they’re there because
they’re doing a $30,000
kitchen remodel. Trying
to pick up those signals
is a big challenge, and
it’s a different type of

message.
More than 50% of
Home Depot’s marketing spend is digital,
including Google
search, Spotify and
Pandora ads, with the
rest allocated to TV,
radio and print. Mr
Hofmann explains:
The contractors are
heavy mobile users
— they’re hardly ever
in front of a tablet or
PC, and they’re more
interested in product
features, specifications, price and if we
have contractor-like
quantities available.
The average consumer is engaging in onceor twice-in-a-lifetime
purchases: granite
versus quartz counter tops, figuring out
what that means.
Therefore, consumer-focused messages
include home improvement tips and how-tos,
while contractors focus
on product specs.
Home Depot’s tagline,
“More Saving, More Doing,” which its current
agency, The Richards
Group, debuted in
2009, appeals to both
types of customers:
home renovators and
tradies. Mr Hofmann
said:
Our position is to be
an everyday, low-price
place. You don’t have
to wait for a sale or a
gimmick. You know
that you’ll find a great
value. Our message
to the marketplace is,
Home Depot has the

best brands and best
products. We help you
save time and money
and turn a house into
a home.
To appeal to the
many consumers who
research products online and pick them up
in store, Home Depot
added new features to
its app that let customers virtually try out
products. For instance,
they can place an image of a faucet on their
counter top or snap a
photo of their wall to
see which shades of
paint look the best on
it. Mr Hofmann said:
One of the biggest
barriers for consumers
is visualising, so we’ve
blended the physical
and digital world. We’re

solving the challenges
of home improvement
with digital tools:
knowledge, know-how,
buying guides, expertise. It may not result
in an online transaction, but it results in a
more confident, knowledgeable consumer in
the store, buying paint.
People are more likely
to buy paint from a
place if they can say,
‘they helped me out’.
Mr Hofmann also
believes that there is a
lot to be learnt in the
aisles. He explains:
We’re trying to walk
in the shoes of our
front-line associates,
because that’s our
differentiator. There
are lots of places you
can buy a drill. We
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want you to come to
us because we’re not
just interested in the
transaction, but in the
relationship and in
your lifetime purchase
behaviour. The holy
tenets of retail are
convenience, selection,
value and service. Convenience, selection and
value tend to get people
in, and service is what
brings them back.
https://goo.gl/s1LtYr

europe update
Folkestone next
location for BUKI
in this
update:
•start
B&Qtext
finally finds
success in China
after almost a
decade
• Bunnings UK
reveals its next
location
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Bunnings United
Kingdom & Ireland
(BUKI) is set to transform a Homebase
store in Folkestone, a
port town on the English Channel, in Kent,
south-east England.
The Homebase store
is currently located in
the Park Farm Retail
Park and will move
just down the road,
according to Kent Online. The site formerly
housed B&Q which left
Folkestone altogether
earlier this year. It will
be the fifth Bunnings
store to open in the
UK. A spokesperson
for BUKI said:
We can confirm that
the fifth Bunnings
Warehouse pilot store
will open in Folkestone.
We expect [it] to open
in July at a nearby site
formally occupied by
B&Q.
A planning application for the relevant
signage has been
submitted to Shepway
District Council for approval. The new store
will span 75,000sqft.
The Homebase store
has been in Folkestone
since the mid-80s, with
planning permission
first granted in May
1984. The spokesperson:
Our team in the
existing Homebase
store in Folkestone

have been made aware
and we will be shutting
the doors in July. This
is an exciting development for us as our pilot
programme builds momentum extending the
Bunnings Warehouse
offer to a new area of
the UK.
BUKI also has plans
for store rebrands in
Milton Keynes and
Hemel Hempstead
before 30 June.

Q1 results
Homebase/Bunnings
stores in the UK saw
transactions increase
2.2% in its first quarter

in results.
Total sales for the
quarter (a 12 week
period from 2 January
2017 to 26 March 2017)
were GBP245 million
(AUD428 million). On
a like-for-like trading
basis across the third
quarter, customer participation, as measured
by retail transactions
(both in-store and online), increased by 2.2%.
For the financial
year to date, total sales
were GBP851 million
(AUD1,489 million).
Customer participation
for the financial year
to date increased by
6.9%.
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BUKI managing
director PJ Davis said
trading during the
quarter was negatively affected by the
continued repositioning of the kitchen
and bathroom offer,
while the performance
across other core home
improvement and
garden products was
pleasing.
There were 254
Homebase stores as at
the end of March 2017.
https://goo.gl/fncJft
https://goo.gl/a2dghu

europe
update
B&Q finds China sales through ecommerce
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After operating in
China for almost a
decade and several
strategic changes
later, B&Q said it has
turned a profit after
nine years of losses.
Home improvement
sales are now largely
driven through B&Q’s
storefront on Alibaba’s
Tmall online platform
launched in late 2015.
Shi Jun, director of
strategy at B&Q China
explains:
To be frank, we are
already a little bit late
to the Internet. Each offline store can typically
only cover the adjoining 10kms, or 20kms, at
most. Customers outside the coverage area
aren’t aware of the
store at all. Tmall helps
us reach many more
customers, particularly the internet-savvy,
post-80s generation.
B&Q simplified
its offerings online,
locking in three price
points for the customer segments it was able
to identify through
Tmall.
Overall, the company
believes the successful
marriage of its online
and offline operations
is behind B&Q’s reversal of fortune.
Tmall’s “home”
business unit includes
home appliances and
home improvement
verticals and has partnered with 500 brands,
connecting consumers
with some 60,000 offline stores to facilitate

omnichannel sales.

B&Q’s Chinese
history
Back in 1999, B&Q’s
China operations were
very different when it
opened shop in Shanghai. In addition to
selling home building
supplies, the retailer
offered home decoration services.
That was the start
of an on-again, offagain relationship
with Chinese consumers, who wanted
value-for-money DIY
prices, but preferred
that somebody else do
the actual renovation
project for them, leaving them as little work
to do as possible. With
a reliance on physical
stores for sales, B&Q’s
growth was hindered
by geography.
Traffic and sales in
physical stores started
to dwindle from 2007,
and B&Q shut down
20 stores. In late 2014,
B&Q’s owner Kingfisher, sold 70% share of
its Chinese business
to a local partner,
supermarket operator
Wumart Stores Inc.
Seeking a new way
forward, the retailer
turned onto Tmall,
offering a RMB699
(AUD136.52) persquare-metre home
improvement solution
for young people on
a tight budget. For
RMB999 (AUD195.11)
per-square-metre,

customers can select
from four home-decoration styles: modern,
European, American
country-style and modern Chinese.
At the high end, a
RMB1799 (AUD351.36)
per-square-metre
solution targets more
affluent, tech-savvy
customers, providing
options such as rooms
equipped with smart
devices.
B&Q’s online storefront makes the
ordering process easy
and expands its reach
to more customers
and cities in China. It
allows customers to
make their selections
online before driving
them to brick-and-mortar stores to complete
the sale.
Customers can view
photos on the website,
make their choices and
pay a deposit as low
as one yuan (20 cents).
Then, they either head
to nearby physical
stores to finalise their
purchases, or a B&Q
store associate makes a
house call. B&Q also of-

fers Tmall shoppers an
installment plan, and
allows them to oversee
the construction via
the Tmall app.
Customers can leave
reviews online after
construction or answer
questions from potential customers who are
curious about B&Q’s
service. Mr Shi said:
!...Online and offline
channels play their
roles, respectively. We
communicate and acquire customers online,
while offering physical
experiences offline to
reinforce customers’
confidence to shop.
There is no boundary
between online and
offline.
B&Q’s Tmall storefront also provides a
new business model
for the company. Margins are tighter, but
volume is higher. And,
at least in its first year,
it seems to be working.
Last year, B&Q sold
over 10,000 of the
RMB999 (AUD195.11)
design solution. Online
sales of home improvement services reached
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RMB600 million
(AUD117 million), approximately 30% of its
total business in China.
It helped B&Q’s Chinese market to grow
over 20% and achieve
its first-ever annual
profit in the country
since 2007.
B&Q is now exploring
a renovation service
to meet the growing
sales of “second hand”
apartments in China.
In addition, the company plans to meet the
demand from consumers in smaller cities
by opening 200sqm
“studios” where homeowners can connect
with B&Q designers
who can handle their
remodelling projects.
The company’s Tmall
store will be supported with physical
mini-stores to display
merchandise.
https://goo.gl/mf7BW3

news
Home renovation vouchers
boost NT economy
in this
update:
• Canadian Tire
re-launches its
home brand
paint
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• NT home improvement
scheme helps
to stimulate the
economy

The home improvement scheme in the
Northern Territory
has injected over $34
million into the local
economy since its
reintroduction, according to data obtained
by the NT Business
Review.
It shows nearly 2700
applications have
been received by the
Gunner Government
since the scheme was
reinstated earlier this
year. There were 550
applications for the
$4000 scheme, twice
the old scheme’s value,
in the first eight days
after its reintroduction.
A Department of
Business spokeswoman said those wishing
to access the home
improvement scheme
had until the end of
June to apply. She said:
There is $20,333,431
in the pipeline under
the new 2017 home
improvement scheme.
Under the economic
multiplier, there is
more than $34 million
both directly and
indirectly primarily
because the home improvement scheme is
more labour intensive.
The immediate work
grants targeted at notfor-profits has more
than $14 million of

work in the pipeline.
The scheme allows
for one-off grants
of up to $100,000 or
$200,000 if the notfor-profit matches
the second amount
dollar for dollar. The
grants may inject directly and indirectly
more than $26 million in the economy.
This program has
already closed.
The final grants
program aimed at
stimulating the
local construction
market has been the
home renovation
grant. This has been
made available to
first home buyers
who purchase an
established property.
The grants are for a
one-off $10,000 figure.
The home renovation
program is expected
to inject more than
$3.4 million directly
and indirectly once
the vouchers are
redeemed.
The home renovation scheme is
proving an added
incentive with the
first homebuyer grant
offering stamp duty
relief for new and
existing dwellings. For
the first time in years,
first home buyers outnumber investors in
the Territory market.

The boosted schemes million based on the
had been expected to
anecdotal demand.
generate around $60
million for small busihttps://goo.gl/4iyoXf
ness, but the Chamber
of Commerce NT
indicated the impact
could be as high as $80
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news
Retailer re-launches home brand paint
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Canadian Tire is
known as the country’s
biggest seller of sporting goods, automotive
and kitchen items. It
also sells hardware,
electronics, housewares and garden
products.
The company has
spent the last five
years conducting a
category-by-category overhaul of its
private-label merchandise. It is hoping a relaunch of its
in-house paint line,
Premier, will generate
the kind of returns the
retailer reaped after it
made a similar move in
camping goods.
When successful,
private label programs
typically yield large
retailers a higher profit
on goods sold, due to
scale and omitting the
costs of third-party
vendors.
And in an era when
the “Internet of things”
leads many consumers
to shop and browse
online for commodity
items based on price
alone, having strong
in-house retail brands
can help businesses
safeguard customer
loyalty. Allan MacDonald, president of
Canadian Tire’s retail
division, told the Financial Post:
Wherever we can
bring the best of our
own business to the
market — our own
formulation, our own
source — it gives us a
unique ability to create

our own identity.
There was a time in
our history when Canadian Tire was quite
a formidable force in
the paint business, and
over the course of time
with other priorities
and new competitors

30 in-house brands
in the past five years,
including Mastercraft
tools, Canvas home
decor, and Noma
lighting products. The
retailer’s proportion of
sales from private label
goods has increased

paint against other national brands and with
its own consumer panel, considering measures such as durability, low odour, coverage,
contemporary colour
palette, and an easy-toclean, stain-resistant

in the market, it has
been a business that
we have allowed to not
keep pace with the rest
of our assortment.
After Target (North
America) announced
in 2011 that it would
open in Canada in 2013,
Canadian Tire set out
to identify its strongest consumer categories. It has introduced
or reformulated over

to one-third of its revenue in 2016, up from
20% in 2012.
In paint, Canadian
Tire spent three years
reconstituting its decades-old Premier with
ingredient supplier
Dow Chemical and the
manufacturer, UCP, to
improve the quality,
according to Mr MacDonald.
It then tested the

finish. As part of the
effort, Canadian Tire
has also retrofitted its
500 stores with new
paint mixing machines
and redesigned its
paint wall.
And over the last
year, the retailer
phased out major
brands such as Benjamin Moore. Premier
will now account for
the vast bulk of its
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assortment of indoor
and outdoor household
paint. Mr MacDonald
said:
This is very much a
statement to customers
that Canadian Tire is
getting back into the
paint business in a
serious way.
Ed Strapagiel, a Toronto-based retailing
consultant, said Canadian Tire has not been
a top-of-mind home
improvement retailer
in the past, but carries
a number of items
for small household
products.
They are not that
much into do-it-yourself because they do
not support all of the
accoutrements — timber, drywall, flooring.
But they have drapery
hardware and lighting
fixtures, so they are in
the category.
There are a number of
paint plants in Canada
and it’s not a category
that is all that difficult
to get into, and (selling
primarily) an owned
brand gives them much
more incentive to promote the category.
https://goo.gl/x2B0NC

products
These panels also
reduce transportation
fossil fuel consumption because they
weigh less. Edward
Mazria, CEO and
founder of the Architecture 2030 Challenge, said:
There has been a
significant movement
in the architecture
community to reduce
the carbon footprint
of the building sector.
Yet, to fully achieve our

sustainability.
USG committed to
developing a wallboard with a lower
carbon footprint when
it adopted the Architecture 2030 Challenge
for Products in July
2016. The company developed new gypsum
core chemistries and
a manufacturing process to reduce 20% of
carbon dioxide emisUSG Corporation has continues to grow,
sions and decrease
launched its Sheetarchitects and builders water usage by 25%.
rock Brand EcoSmart are looking to manuPanels. The wallboard facturers to take the
answers the call
next step in lowering
for sustainable and
our environmental
lightweight building
footprint. That’s why
products, using USG’s it was important to
UltraLight technolodevelop a way to use
gy (only now with a
less water and energy
significantly reduced
in the manufacturing
carbon footprint and
process. This provides
lower water usage).
our industry with
Jennifer Scanlon, pres- an opportunity to
ident and CEO of USG address environmental
Corporation, said:
challenges, and gives
...As demand for
architects a product
sustainable products
that is specifiable for

Sustainable
wallboard
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Spray paint
for outdoor
decor

angle.
The spray paint can
be used on a variety of
surfaces and provides
strong adhesion to
wood, brick, terracotta
and metal. The
new line features
14 bright, satin
aerosol colours.
Krylon has unveiled paint is fade, crack
For a transparent
an exterior specifand peel resistant,
finish that offers
ic spray paint line,
and protects against
the same level of
Outdoor Decor. The
rust, leaving garden
protection, a clear
product range offers
furnishings rain ready gloss is available
DIYers of all levels a
in just one hour. It
as well.
way to easily cushas an easy to use,
The Krylon
tomise and complete
spray any way tip that Outdoor Decor
outdoor projects.
allows users to spray
hues are inspired
Outdoor Decor spray projects from any
by nature and in-

clude colours such as:
Midnight Sky, White
Cloud, Deep Orchid,
Dahlia, Hibiscus,
Marigold, Sunflower,
Warm Sun, Bluegrass,
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goal for the building
sector to become
carbon-neutral by
2050, manufacturers
like USG must quickly
rise to the occasion
and develop sustainable, low-carbon and
zero-carbon building
materials.
https://goo.gl/BtXV8f

Shamrock, Wild Grass,
Rainwater and Blue
Lagoon.
https://goo.gl/
xK6Evg

products

Z-Wave
enabled locks
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Kwikset showcased
five of its latest residential lock products
at ISC West, a trade
show for the security
industry, held each
year in Las Vegas.
They are expected
to be released in the
second half of 2017.
The locks are said
to be among the first
to market with the
Z-Wave 500 Series
chipset, which offers
extended wireless
range and security.
Among the latest
offerings, the Obsidian
is a smart lock that
eliminates the need
for traditional keys.
It will be available
with standalone and

connected options,
allowing users to lock
and unlock their front
doors using the touchscreen exterior or their
smartphones.
The sleek touchpad
of the Obsidian — just
like the volcanic glass
— is black and makes
up nearly all of the
deadbolt’s exterior.
The lock’s all-metal
interior has advanced
mechanical and
electronic security features. Eliminating the
keyway takes away the
threat of “lock picking”
and “lock bumping”
attacks using specially cut keys to defeat
conventional pin and
tumbler locks.

Kwikset’s other
offerings include the
following:
SmartCode 888
Touchpad Electronic
Deadbolt — A contemporary version of
Kwikset’s SmartCode
five-button deadbolt,
designed to integrate
with select smart
home systems. The
device can hold up to
30 different user codes
and delivers convenience to homeowners
with remote locking/
unlocking via smartphones and tablets,
as well as total home
control.
Kwikset Convert
(Z-Wave Smart Lock
Conversion Kit) — Replaces the interior half
of an existing lock, and
brings keyless entry
and home automation
to consumers. The
new kit will appeal to
design-driven homeowners who want a
smarter lock but want
to maintain the style

of the front door or
match the current
handleset, and don’t
want to change the
existing deadbolt.
Available in brass,
Venetian bronze and
satin nickel. The kit
can be used on Kwikset, Baldwin, Weiser
and Schlage products.
Contemporary
SmartCode 914 & 916
— These locks address
the needs of style-conscious consumers with

away peeling or loose
paint and spreading
putty over imperfections. The blade also
has a roller cleaner for
quick clean up after a
paint project, cutter
and bottle opener.
Additional functionality includes a nail
set end and a two-inThe Purdy Foldes toolbox space by
one paint can opener
ing Tool is designed
eliminating the need
and flat head screw
specifically for the
for multiple products. removal piece. The
professional painter
The Folding Tool
pocket-friendly design
so that their most
comes with a rust-re- allows for easy accessicommon tasks can be sistant stainless steel bility with a specially
completed with one
blade to manage a
placed clip and is safe
easy-to-use tool, from number of tasks relat- to stow and carry in
surface preparation to ing to surface prepara- pockets.
project clean up. This tion, including cleanhttps://goo.gl/tzZs8o
product also maximis- ing caulk, scraping

Painting
prep tool
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contemporary versions of the company’s
traditional deadbolts.
The locks integrate
with home security and automation
systems with remote
locking/unlocking
via smartphones and
tablets.
https://goo.gl/OLNFxu

products

Vanities
blend form
and function
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The inclusion of
natural timber accents
and elements helps to
break up the swathes
of cool, hard surfaces
that have typically
dominated bathroom
design. The new Lily
Vanity Collection from
Highgrove Bathrooms
reflects this trend by
combining modern
sleek design with a

timber accent.
The range is crafted
using a seamless white
gloss polymarble inset
basin and a moisture
resistant, medium-tone
timber veneer face.
The deep drawer offers
generous storage and is
accompanied by pushto-open technology.
Wall-mount vanity
designs have recently

A tougher
tape
measure
DeWalt’s new XP
Tape Measure measures 25 feet long and
has a tougher case,
tougher blade coating,
and tougher hook
connection.
The secret lies in
DeWalt’s Dual-Core
Technology – a patented spring system
that utilises two
retracting springs in
an impact-resistant,
heavy-duty case. The
impact-resistant case
is designed to survive
drops of up to 60 feet.
Meanwhile, the

been welcomed into
bathroom design as
an alternative to the
heavy, weighed down
vanities of the past.
The Lily Vanity Collection brings the focus
up off the ground
and allows the flow
of energy throughout the space,
adding a light airy
feeling to the room.
It also features metal drawer runners
and door hinges.
With two available vanity sizes,
there is an option
for most bathroom
layouts – a longer
vanity which is
ideal for a family
or master bath-

allows the tape to be
more compact, comfortable and ergonomic with outstanding
durability. Everything
about the XP Tape
Measure is designed
to last longer and be
more durable…

room centrepiece, or a
smaller vanity that can
be doubled up to create
a “his and her” vanity
solution.

The tape measure is
made in the USA using
globally-sourced materials. Additional 35’
and 8M/26’ sizes will
be introduced later
this year.
https://goo.gl/mgpmXF

blade features 13’ of
straighter, truer blade
standout, and a tougher hook connection
reinforced to reduce
breakage near the
hook. Lee McChesney,
president – hand tools,
accessories & storage
at Stanley Black &
Decker, said:
With the DeWalt XP
model, we’ve revolutionised the tape
measure from the
inside out to deliver
our toughest tape
ever. Our patented
Dual-Core Technology
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SHOW GUIDE

After last year’s fun and exciting event in Townsville,
Queensland, this year Hardware & Building Traders (HBT)
have chosen to host their annual conference in Sydney.

While we all enjoyed the intimacy and special nature of
Townsville (and were very happy to provide a small boost to
that local, regional economy), it’s great to find ourselves in
beautiful Sydney, with all the rich opportunities it offers.
What makes it even better is that HBT is hosting the
conference in Sydney’s new International Convention Centre
(ICC). Completed in December 2016, it’s part of the revitalised
Darling Harbour area, featuring lots of dining options and
very pleasant outdoor areas.

64

To help you enjoy a great show, HNN sent a scouting team
to the ICC ahead of the event. Their mission was to track
down the kind of important information you need when attending the conference: how to get around, where everything
is, what are the better dining options, and, most importantly,
where to find the best cup of coffee first thing in the
morning.
In addition to all that, HNN has also prepared a special
guide to the actual exhibition floor itself. We know from chatting with attendees at several shows that sometimes finding
what you want can be a chore, especially when you are “category shopping”, and looking for the supply of a particular
group of products.

Top to bottom: Outside view of the main
ICC building; escalators up to the conference area; view from the balcony outside
the exhibition entrances; and inside Hall 2
(with a fitness show moving in)

What we have done is to create 15 categories of products
and services, then draw up a floor map for all of these. So if,
for example, you are looking for building supplies, fasteners
or power tools, there is a floor map for each one. The map
features the names of the companies down the sides, with arrows drawn to the show where their stands are on the floor.
You can print out pages to take with you, or just load the pdf
onto your smartphone or tablet.
Enjoy the show!
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GETTING AROUND

International
Convention Centre

Completed less than six months ago in
December 2016, the ICC integrates a convention, exhibition and entertainment areas. It
can support three simultaneous events at one
time. There is a total of 35,000 square metres of
exhibition space. Its construction cost around
$1.5 billion.
The exhibition space, where the HBT tradeshow will be hosted, is divided into four halls,
with the HBT event held in Hall No. 2. The halls
are accessed from the first floor of the building,
which can be accessed either by stairs/escalator, or by a convenient elevator (select floor 2).
With a 10.5 metre ceiling height, and columns
on a 27 metre grid, the internal space is very
open and inviting.

Photo by Philip Terry Graham

Transport

65

Above, map of area
around ICC, highlighting Light Rail.
Far left, the adult
Opal card. Near left,
the “tap on” station
for light rail.

The ICC is located just to the west of Sydney’s
CBD, in the Darling Harbour area.
The best way to get there is via public
transport, taking the Inner-West Light Rail
line. This is really a fast and very comfortable
tram service, running, for the most part, on a
railway-like line. The line runs from Sydney’s
Central Station, directly to the ICC, with the
ICC having its own dedicated stop. The trip
from Central takes less than 10 minutes.
Going from the ICC to Central gives you access to all of Sydney’s extensive train network,
including the City Circle line, which can take
you rapidly to most major Sydney attractions.
To ride public transportation in Sydney,
you will need to purchase an Opal card. The
card itself is free, but to obtain one you need
to pay for $10 worth of travel. You can purchase an Opal card at Central Station, or at
most newsagents. More value can be added
to the card at newsagents, or by using one of
the handy ATM-like “top up” stations found
in convenient locations around the public
transportation network. Opal works on trains,
busses, ferries, and, of course, the entire Light
Rail system.
Using the card with the Light Rail system,
you need to tap on the card before boarding
the tram, then remember to tap off once you
exit the tram at your destination.
Travel fees are capped at $15 for one day, so
the Opal card is an excellent deal if you are
planning to travel around Sydney to enjoy its
many fun places and beautiful views.
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Two Light Rail
stations service the ICC

66

Level 2 is where
you find access
to the exhibition
space

An elevator just
around the corner makes access
easier

The main entrance to the exhibition space. Escalators lead into
access to all four exhibition halls
through level 2

The Cyren seafood restaurant
marks the entrance to the
Harbourside Shopping Centre

The buildings themselves,
and the area immediately
around the ICC is very well
designed and quite lovely.
There is lots of space for
children to play, or to sit and
people-watch when you have
a spare moment
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Inside the Pyrmont Theatre

Entrance to the Pyrmont Theatre

Painting on way to Pyrmont
Theatre

Registration area of Exhibition
Hall 2.

View into the registration area
from the top of the escalators

The main entrance to the exhibition space. Escalators lead into
access to all four exhibition halls
through level 2

67
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Looking for the perfect morning cup? Here are two places that HNN has
picked as the best in the Harbourside Shopping Centre adjacent the ICC.

The Hive Cafe

Located about 12m into the Harbourside
Shopping Centre from the ICC-end entrance,
The Hive Cafe is obviously serious about its
coffee. The blend is
dark Italian-style,
with a sharp bitterness that’s not
unpleasant, and
an acidic finish.
Perfect if you like a
traditional European cup.

ICC
68

Soul Origin

Located to the right (after entering at ICC
end), and behind the KFC, Soul Origin looks
like another “food court” coffee place. It’s not.
The brew is intense, but less bitter than Hive’s,
with a pleasant,
fruity note. A little
more American
than European. You
can sit outside, and
look out over the
Darling Harbour
area.
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ICC
4

5

6

3
1

2

1

69

4
Cyren is very much a family/please everyone style of
restaurant. While it does feature a good selection of
seafood, there is also a grill (including ribs), pizza and
burgers. Main dishes are in the region of $25 to $35.

Olivio offers fish and chicken dishes, but the main focus
is on pasta and risotto. Share platters of seafood. There is
also a good selection of salads, and some pork and beef
dishes. Main dishes are from $22 to $30.

2

5
The Watershed, like Cyren, has a menu that caters to
everyone, but focuses a little more on seafood. There
is a $75/$100 seafood platter, but also chicken dishes,
burgers, and even tacos. Main dishes are $24 to $30.

Toros Tapas & Bar, as you might expect, offers mainly
tapas dishes. It also has a great selection of breakfast
dishes, seafood, and a range of beef dishes. A 7-course
set menu is $44 pp. Tapas $10-$14, meals around $30.

3

6
Mediterranean Restaurant offers some fun and
healthy choices, including a selection of “grazing plates”,
salads, and share plates. The main focus is on lamb,
chicken, pasta & woodfired pizza. Most meals $20 to $30.

Waterfront Grill is focused on beef and pork, though
fish and chicken dishes are available. It offers 7 different
kinds of burger ($16) and 16 grilled dishes. Combo dishes offer two grill choices. Most meals under $30.
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accessories, adhesives,
lubricants, cleaning products
cleaning

Recochem

Solvents, oil products,
cleaners, additives,
timber care
goo.gl/5vZhme

accessories

Saint-Gobain

27

A leader in abrasives
manufacturing
goo.gl/SCAqbb

157

adhesives

150

Bostik Australia

Flooring, plumbing,
concrete repair, waterproofing and sealing

adhesives

134

HB Fuller

goo.gl/CmhECw

accessories

122

Josco

72

Surface conditioning &
finishing products and
hand tools
goo.gl/OmhvRO

Adhesives, sealants,
silicones, fillers and
foams
goo.gl/2dptMw

16

lubricants

WD-40 Company
Maintenance, specialty, and cleaning
products

accessories

Klingspor

goo.gl/XuUf9o

Products for finishing
surfaces and cutting
off materials
goo.gl/LjR4yY

55

adhesives

Soudal Australia
accessories

Paramount Safety
Products
Quality personal protective equipment.
goo.gl/RS1iPX

Manufacturer of sealants, PU-Foams and
adhesives

95

goo.gl/RvBl6u

91
81

accessories

Richmond Wheel
& Castor

Trolleys, replacement
wheels and castors
goo.gl/o8kBc8

Stand 95
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building supplies

cement

Boral Cement

Trade and DIY cement
products

cement

Sunstate Cement

goo.gl/vPtmtb

38

Cement and
weatherproof Drymix
products in Qld & NSW
goo.gl/HRdr4h

dampcourses

Vespol 113 W.I.A

Dampcourses, expansion jointing and other
building materials

42

131

goo.gl/iVVMeZ

43

cement

Cement Australia

73

Cement Australia is
a leading supplier of
cement products

17

110

cladding

James Hardie

A wide range of building products, including cladding
goo.gl/Mue7SC

113

goo.gl/R1T8YX

render

101

plastics

River Sands
52

Mulford Building
Products

Plastics for roofing,
glazing, and cladding
goo.gl/qGHbco

Concrete Colour Systems, Applied Concrete
Solutions, Easy Mix,
Render Systems
goo.gl/g67pzF

concrete aids

Sika Australia

Chemical supplier
for the building and
construction industry

waterproofing

Scientific
Waterproofing

goo.gl/Mo4H7B

Drizoro construction
waterproofing
goo.gl/PTZgTp

76

When it comes to Drymix there’s only
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homewares, lighting, outdoor living
homewares

Austral Clothes Hoist

100% Australian made and
owned clothes drying products
goo.gl/qWvsML

outdoor

homewares

32 33

Cyclone Tools Westmix

Puratec

Cyclone, Trojan, Nylex
& Gardenmaster

151

goo.gl/hsturT

lighting

Crompton—Gerard
Lighting

22

Power DC

High performance LED
worklights
goo.gl/3hkwL2

74

105 104

homewares

Dayton Tooling

outdoor

Wide range of home
garden watering
systems

goo.gl/fJpwsX

lighting

130

Offers a new & innovative range of interior &
exterior DIY products,
& LED lamps
goo.gl/7OgkKO

Holman Industries

Manufactures a wide
range of water filtration products

Rotary clotheslines
backed by a 15 year
structural warranty

13

goo.gl/QDqwor

goo.gl/H0xHQ1

homewares

outdoor

Local Products

Brand products for the
hardware, garden, &
fencing markets

AstralPool

Makes and supplies
swimming pool and
spa equipment

6

goo.gl/27kGDd

goo.gl/rssCGO

outdoor

79

84

Sabco Australia

JC & AT Searle

Market innovator in
the home garden
industry
goo.gl/mfet4L

cleaning

66

69

Comprehensive product range for household cleaning
goo.gl/eVavMW

CROMPTON are offering HUGE HBT Conference
discounts and competitions!
Come and see us at the Crompton stand for more
details and get your FREE Crompton Showbag*!
Stand 13
*Available while stocks last!

power tools
power tools

Hitachi Power Tools

Cordless, corded and outdoor
power equipment
goo.gl/QvIqKs

air tools

specialty tools

28 29

Paslode Australia

Suplies trade clients
with gas and pneumatic fastening solutions

Stinger Caps
System

Tools for securing
house wraps and
roofing underlays

154

goo.gl/e6aGlz

143

pressure tools

goo.gl/wJDJgd

142

BAR Group

outdoor p.e.

Supplies pressure
cleaners, industrial
high pressure pumps
& sewer jetters

Husqvarna Aust.
46

goo.gl/lF7ZLt

75

Outoor powr equipment & construction
tools
goo.gl/L6vRTr

power tools

Stanley Black &
Decker

DeWalt high capability corded & cordless
power tools
goo.gl/S2VTLJ

power tools

levels

Imex

9

Linear measuring and
laser levels for tradies

Makita Australia

goo.gl/HQ9iCU

Cordless & corded
power tools with a reputation for reliability
goo.gl/uB868b

air tools

Peerless Products
Just introduced a
range of screw compressors to Australia

58

levels

Spot-on Laser &
Tool Company

2

Laser levels and meauring tools

1

goo.gl/cqKq1k

70

goo.gl/AdagFL

64
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fasteners
fasteners

Hobson Engineering

Largest fastener company in its
chosen product range
goo.gl/F2FXcE

supplier

fasteners

30

Inox World

Wholesale supplier
of a wide range of
stainless fasteners

ITW Proline
39

goo.gl/rihIyb

146

148

Distributor of fasteners
to retail customers
goo.gl/JPf24Y

homewares

133

Is an intricate part of
the building industry
supply chain
goo.gl/adAl06

tools

76

Koala Nails

Airco Fasteners &
Senco Products

automotive

Champion Parts

Well-known for high
quality products in
construction.

Range is designed for
the requirements of
automotive and engineering workshops

goo.gl/TSNM5e

goo.gl/rP6nqO

construction

Bremick
Fasteners

Used in many critical
applications for major
projects in Australia
goo.gl/jV4N6w

11

industrial

Macsim Fastenings

96

International wholesaler of industrial
fasteners
goo.gl/q9wc01

87 86

distribution

ICCONS Fasteners

Supporting independent distribution
through a range of
construction supplies
goo.gl/iWMHnO

67 68
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paint, coatings and ladders
brushes

C & A Brushware

Manufacturer and supplier of
quality painting products

timber

goo.gl/qWvsML

Cabot’s

paints

33

Oldfields

Brushes, rollers, tools,
and scaffolding
goo.gl/HovYeF

Comprehensive range
of stains, varnishes,
clear finishes, oils,
paints and polishes
goo.gl/tT5c7l

152

25
24

41

goo.gl/J0hfBU

Duralex

Water-based acrylic paints,
including HBT’s H Brand
paints
goo.gl/8QfCt5

77

timber

111

Bondall

The highest level of
indoor/outdoor protection for timber projects

106

ladders

Valspar

Valspar has a paint
suited to almost every
application

131

H brand

paints

Gorilla Ladders

50

Rugged ladders for
trade and home use
goo.gl/xeBcv5

goo.gl/8Ep3t2

marking

Dy-Mark Australia
Manufacture & distribution of marking
paints and coatings
goo.gl/4P4C3j

ladders

Ladder
Solutions

Industrial, construction, custom ladders

paints

goo.gl/ycYutT

4

88
83

brushes

Haymes Paints

Range of paints for
independent retailers
goo.gl/tOFSlO

Uni-Pro Painting
Equipment

Broad range of accessory painting products
goo.gl/yeM51X

Stand 76
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Cement
based
waterproofing
products

tools

tools

Apex Tool Group

cutting

Markets 30 professional hand and power tool
brands

Intech Australia

Manufacturers and distributors of industrial
grade tools

goo.gl/M1McZC

40

goo.gl/LnyE9N

cutting

141

Sheffield Blades

129

tiling

Solutions in cutting
tools thorugh its range
of Sterling products

DTA Australia

Manufactures, imports
and distributes tools,
especially for tiling

goo.gl/Ou0zDM

goo.gl/Ee7z9R

78

drills

tools

Newell Australia

A range of products for
consumer and trade

102

14

goo.gl/np2Iz5

Bahco and other wellknown tool brands

trades

8

Ox Group Intn’l

Quality hand tools for
tradespeople

goo.gl/i51QEt

outdoor

Spear & Jackson

High-quality power
tool accessories and
cutting tools
goo.gl/KBJWXD

bahco

SNA E Australia

Sutton Tools

goo.gl/0O0I7t

90
82

85

Historic brand known
for woodworking and
gardening tools

tools

Typhoon Tools
71

goo.gl/yeM51X

High finish hand tools
designed for performance and looks
goo.gl/U31gbn
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wood products

timber

Tilling Timber

Manufacturer of engineered wood products

160

goo.gl/k8eTzl

144

wholesaler

Hurford Wholesale

veneer

Quality timber
wholesaler with
national distribution

Wesbeam

Markets laminated veneer timber products

120

goo.gl/L66QEy

79

116

goo.gl/QlP0Ie

housing

sawn timber

Simmonds Lumber

Hyne & Son

One of Australia’s largest producers of sawn
timber products

51

goo.gl/fUdZrC

Wholesaler of a range
of timber products for
the housing industry,
commercial construction, and other
markets.
goo.gl/pCS8B9

pine

Tasman KB

Importer of New Zealand Radiata, Treated &
H3 Pre Primed Pine

7

94

goo.gl/GCHSMK

building
wood

Empire Wood
Solutions

72

General wood products
goo.gl/Y38D8l

Woodhouse Timber Co

Services the QLD, NSW,
ACT & VIC with premium building productss
goo.gl/p3wq5P
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plumbing supplies

plumbing

Brasshards
Holdings

pipe joining

Norma Pacific

Leading developer of
hose and pipe joining
technology

Plumbing products
and bathroom accessories

153

goo.gl/tGu6yb

goo.gl/vYdQYa

butane

140

polymers

126

RLA Polymers

Polymer products

44

goo.gl/jOJZKS

18
19

80

LN Marketing

Cordless butane gas
products
goo.gl/QxeO86

121

115

valves

plastics

Philmac

Reln Plastics

Designer and manufacturer of specialist
fittings and valves
goo.gl/RpuQLV

Innovative quality
plastic products
goo.gl/PovBT2

ball valves

Advanced
Industrial Products
Industrial PVC hoses,
industrial ball valves
and fittings
goo.gl/mGjCSk

waterproofing

Scientific
Waterproofing

Remedial building &
construction products

76

goo.gl/RYvfeB
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Cement
based
waterproofing
products

software and services

POS

Pacsoft

racking

Supplier of software
for large inventory
retailers

Meca Racking
Solutions

Provider of storage
systems that increase
productivity

159

goo.gl/5vPZMN

155

goo.gl/ki1XfT

bank
POS

Commonwealth
Bank

21

SYM-PAC Solutions

Expertise, technology
and financial solutions
to help businesses

Provider of innovative retail business
solutions

goo.gl/cFfwkp

goo.gl/qKJGXa

81

48
49

software

Sterland
Computing

Helps businesses
Improve productivity
and deliver growth
goo.gl/Phtdy4

software

Merlin Software

Developer of Cobalt
retail software for flexible business solutions
goo.gl/L18PWd

59

IT

74 73

Techware

IT solutions tailored to
make businesses more
secure and efficient
goo.gl/e6qChN
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automotive

batteries

Hollyhock
Batteries Plus

23

Design, manufacture
and distribution of
a wide selection of
batteries
goo.gl/O6K0vX

114

batteries

Century Yuasa
Batteries

Designing, manufacturing and supplying
batteries since 1928
goo.gl/24JXJX

82
tools

Austech Industries

Provider of automotive
& industrial tools,
powered equipment
and compressors

tools

Kinchrome
Australia

goo.gl/ZO4sEJ

Automotive, industrial,
hardware tools and
equipment supplier
goo.gl/JLtHi9

60
62

65

63

coatings

Hichem Paint Tech
chemicals

Mocare Australia

Supplier of automotive chemicals,
coolant and accessories
goo.gl/BQ49GX

hnn.bz

Manufacture a wide
range of products for
surface coating applications
goo.gl/7KdP9O

structural, fencing, sheds
steel

sheds

Cyclone
(OneSteel T/A)

ABSCO Industries

Steel long products
and metals distribution

Steel products including garden sheds and
outdoor structures
goo.gl/5GQAIv

26

goo.gl/kx87W2

149

beams

steel

Spantec Systems

Stramit

Structural steel beams
and steel flooring

Roll-formed steel
building products

125

goo.gl/rW4n9V

goo.gl/XD96MG

fencing

119
109

trusses

Whites Group

112

Steel, wire and fencing
products

Pryda Australia

goo.gl/ZO4sEJ

Timber truss and frame
solutions

100

goo.gl/kbfIKq

lintels

Galintel Pty Ltd

steel

High quality galvanised steel lintels

83 Bluescope Build-

goo.gl/YdBkcl

ing Components

Steel products in
various metallic coated
and painted finishes

56

98

goo.gl/sgGlm5

57

sustainability

ITI (Aust.) Pty Ltd

fencing

Provider of sustainable
timber products

Hande Products

Supplier of fencing
products

goo.gl/uR8Mj2

3

goo.gl/AOfSig

75
63

wire

Ariston Wire

Importer and distributor of wire and
steel products
goo.gl/tnrZEr

automotive

Mocare Australia

Supplier of automotive chemicals,
coolant and accessories
goo.gl/BQ49GX

hnn.bz
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insulation, plasterboard, panelling, doors

panels

plasterboard

Gunnersen

34

Distributor of woodbased panel products,
timber and decorative
surface materials

36

USG Boral

Manufacturer of plasterboard-based wall,
ceiling lining systems
and accessories

goo.gl/kbfIKq

goo.gl/iM9qR1

135

doors

insulation

132

Hume Doors &
Timber

Timber door manufacturer

Fletcher Insulation
Provides energy
efficient and acoustic
solutions
goo.gl/C5XswJ

107 108

goo.gl/qCMa9b

plasterboard

benchtops

84 BGC Fibre Cement

Laminex Group

Supplier of premium
decorative surfaces

Plasterboard and fibre
cement products

goo.gl/4XBaBb

goo.gl/YIza0v

12
12

textiles

insulation

CSR Bradford
Insulation

Autex Pty Ltd

Product development
company specialising
in textiles and
advanced fibre technology

Premium energy saving insulation products
goo.gl/iBIV8z

goo.gl/fNhJTP

78

When it comes to Drymix there’s only
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hardware, security

hardware

Rolltrak Spares

Sliding door and window hardware spares

cabinet

goo.gl/jphKeq

Zanda Architectural Hardware

145

High quality door and
cabinet hardware
goo.gl/lFGdfZ

winches

Advansa Pty Ltd

Builder’s hardware and
winches

20

45

ASSA ABLOY
Australia

124 123

goo.gl/1ybEQT

Intelligent locks and
security solutions
goo.gl/0c7p8W

security

85 N2lok

Supplier of quality
security hardware

locks

15

99

goo.gl/Wx4cwj

seals

HM Cowdroy

Leading manufacturers of door track
systems
goo.gl/jhv8aE

locks

Trio Group

Manufacturer and
marketer of hardware
products

hardware

goo.gl/pxDFL9

80

Romak Hardware
Distributor of hardware products

89

goo.gl/iBIV8z
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wholesale distribution
wholesaler

BND Australia

Manufacturers and
importers of hardware
brands

31

goo.gl/m0AUGk

automotive

HPP Lunds

158

Importer and manufacturer of brands for
the automotive and
hardware industries

wholesaler

Tridon Australia
Pty Ltd

127

Supplier of brands,
service and value in
hardware distribution

goo.gl/lFGdfZ

138 137

wholesale

Gamer

goo.gl/TKLQJK

Importer and wholesale distributor to the
hardware industry
goo.gl/0sQ26Q

Test-Rite Imports /
86 Medalist

103

wholesale

G&L Wholesalers

Authorised supplier to
major hardware retail
groups
goo.gl/Dq7v1O

wholesaler

Campbells
Wholesale

Extensive product
range for the hardware
industry
goo.gl/AuQDcl

5

CROMPTON are offering HUGE HBT Conference
discounts and competitions!
Come and see us at the Crompton stand for more
details and get your FREE Crompton Showbag*!
Stand 13
*Available while stocks last!

At ABSCO Industries, it is our mission to manufacture the best
outdoor storage and garden products available anywhere.

87

ABSCO Industries
is a wholly owned
Australian company
manufacturing a
large range of steel
products including
garden sheds, large
outdoor structures
and garden beds.
From its manufacturing facility in Brisbane, ABSCO offers
an extensive range
of over 350 different
types of outdoor
products. ABSCO
Industries has been
the major supplier
of these products to
the hardware and
outdoor building
industries for over
40 years. The good
reputation that we
built up during those
years is now being
recognised throughout Australia and
rapidly expanding
overseas markets.

reduces the time and
effort required. ABSCO Sheds assemble
up to 80% faster than
its competitors.
Most components
are marked with part
numbers which are
also clearly identified throughout the
three dimensional
drawings displayed
in the assembly
instruction booklet.
SNAPTiTE reduces
screws by 75%! It
permanently locks
all perimeter channels to all roof and
wall sheets without
the need for tools
and fasteners. Most
other connection
points have been
fully pre-punched to
maximise the ease of
assembly.
ABSCO has an
ongoing dedication
to product development. Being small
and nimble allows
SNAPTiTE
ABSCO to design
Technology
products that are
ABSCO products
on trend and bring
feature the unique
them to market
patented SNAPTiTE quicker than a traditechnology. This rev- tional manufacturer.
olutionary assembly
system dramatically

For more information,
please visit our website at
www.abscosheds.com.au

Special Advertising Section

Otter’s expanding industrial range
Recent product launches mean Otter Industrial has
one of the most extensive professional ranges

Otter Industrial’s distinctive packaging makes it
easily identifiable to professional customers

88

Otter Industrial has
expanded its offering in
nails, decking screws, and
standard screws used by
professionals in the roofing and cladding market.

Nails
In nails, Otter now offers
complete nail ranges in
pack sizes that range from
0.5kg, up to 25kg.

Screws
New decking screws are
available in several material grades, including

stainless steel, as well as
self-drilling screws that are
plated with a proven class
4 mechanical galvanising.
Otter’s existing range
of screws has also seen
massive additions made to
it, so that it provides complete solutions for professionals in the roofing and
cladding market. These
screws are now painted
to match the Colorbond®
range, and have been
thoroughly tested to
ensure they can
withstand the extremes

of the harsh Australian
climate.

of the largest and most
extensive ranges to its
customers.
Rivets
Otter will continue to
Otter has also revamped grow its reputation with
its existing rivet range
trade professionals across
(which includes painted
Australia, ensuring they
rivets). It now includes
know that when it comes
large flange rivets. Otter is to construction, Otter
committed to the ongoing Industrial offers solid soludevelopment of this range tions. For more informaover the coming year.
tion, please contact Airco
on 1300 139 015 or visit
Reputation
aircofasteners.com.au.
The result of these product launches is that Otter
Industrial now offers one

Marketed and distributed by
Airco Fasteners Pty Ltd
1 Short Street ∙ Auburn ∙ NSW 2144

www.otter.com.au

Phone: +61 3 8787 2900
Fax: +61 3 8787 2989
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Starrett Australia introduces new bi-metal hole saws
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The origins of the L.S.
Starrett company go back
to 1880 when Laroy Starrett, a farmer from the state
of Maine in the US, set
out to make a new kind of
combination square. The
problem in producing the
square was that the heat
generated in grinding the
straight edge would lead
to the formation of an imperfect edge. In what was
to become a trademark
for the Starrett company,
Mr Starrett solved this
problem in production and
metallurgy, and produced
a square that became a
“hot seller” in the market.
Soon Starrett added a
range of other measuring
tools, such as steel tapes,
callipers and micrometers.
The next advance in metallurgy Mr Starrett brought
to the field came with the
production of hacksaw
blades. Unsatisfied with
the quality of blade that
then-standard processes
produced, he developed
the unique “bi-metal”
blade. Bi-metal unique
technology joins two strips
of high-speed steel wires
to a backing steel in a solid
phase, using the principle
of solid-state diffusion
bonding.
Bi-metal unique technology is totally different from
traditional weld or laser
bonding, which rely on
metal fusion as the union
agent at the interface.

Hole Saws
The newest version of
this bi-metal process has
now been released in
Starrett’s latest hole saw

products, the Fast Cut and
the Deep Cut lines.

Fast Cut
The new Fast Cut Bi-Metal Hole Saws contain an
extra cobalt HSS tooth
material for enhanced
heat and wear resistance,
along with a new 5.5 TPI
positive rake tooth design,
to ensure a smoother and
faster cut when compared
against our previous Constant Pitch Hole Saw.
The features include:
• New tooth material with
extra cobalt for enhanced heat and wear
resistance - improving
the product life.
• New 5.5 TPI positive
rake tooth form provides less torque for a
smoother, faster cut in
all materials.
• 30% extra gullet volume
for better material penetration.
• Ideal for stainless steel
and mild steel sheet,
tubes and other materials with a thickness of
up to 3mm (1/8”).
• Size range: 14mm
- 210mm (9/16” 8.9/32”).
• 41mm (1.5/8”) hole saw
depth.

Deep Cut
The new Deep Cut
Bi-Metal Hole Saws combine the aggressive tooth
form from our previous
Dual Pitch Hole Saws, with
the new extra cobalt HSS
teeth to provide enhanced
heat and wear resistance.
The features include:
• 51mm (2”) hole saw
depth improves cutting

Starrett hole saws come in handy kits, which make great PoS displays

•

•
•
•
•

performance on tubes,
particularly where there
is a need to cut through
both sides.
New tooth material with
extra cobalt for enhanced heat and wear
resistance - improving
the product life.
Ideal for solid materials
greater than 3mm (1/8”)
in thickness.
Aggressive material
penetration and kerf
clearance.
Size range: 19mm 210mm (3/4” - 8.9/32”).
51mm (2”) hole saw
depth - requires arbors
with an extended length

pilot drill (e.g. A1E, A2E
or A17-38E etc.).

Packaging
In addition to innovative
products, Starrett also
offers attractive packaging
and PoS materials. These
EVA (Ethylene Vinyl Acetate) cases offer protection
for Starrett’s hole saws,
and make a great sales
tool as well.
The kits are designed for
specific uses, including
locksmiths, electricians,
plumbers, industrial uses,
and general purpose kits.

Contact Starrett Australia:
Tel: 61 2 9620 6944
Fax: 61 2 9620 6988
info@starrett.com.au
au.starrett.com
Unit 2, 57 Prince William Drive
Seven Hills, NSW 2147
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Cowdroy Weatherseal range
Easy-to-install range of weather seals and gap fillers
for windows and doors

Cowdroy’s Weatherseal
range can be integrated into
any design, or fitted by the
consumer to existing doors or
windows. The range is made
as easy as possible to install
and come complete with fitting instructions and self-adhesive backing tape. They are a
cost-effective way to seal gaps
and cut energy bills.
The range of weatherseals
and gap fillers can be fitted to
jambs, faces or edges of most
windows and doors. Choosing
the right product depends on
the specific needs.

CM48 Rubber
Windows & Door Seal

This continuous rubber seal
may be fitted to jambs, faces or edges of windows and
doors. It suits most windows
and doors and will seal against
the rain, heat, cold, dust,
draughts, noise, insects and
seals against rodents. It will
seal gaps 3mm to 5mm, is 5m
long and comes in white or
brown.

CM59 Rubber
Window & Door Seal

CM11 Gap Filler
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This continuous rubber seal
can be fitted to jambs, faces
Gap Filler seals gaps in most
and edges of windows and
windows and doors that are
doors. It suits most windows
3mm to 4mm. It is easy to apand doors and seals against
ply and saves time and money
the rain, heat, cold, dust,
on expensive sealants when
draughts, noise, insects and
large gaps or cracks require
rodents. It seals gaps 2mm to
filling.
3mm, is 5m long and comes in
It is suitable for domestic and
white and brown.
commercial applications and is
available in 6mm, 10mm and
CM61 Brush
15mm diameters. The product Window & Door Seal
comes in a 5m roll and is availThis continuous brush seal
able in white.
may be fitted to jambs, faces or edges of windows and
CM14 Foam
Windows & Door Seal doors and seals against the
heat, cold, dust, draughts and
This continuous foam seal
insects. It suits all windows and
may be fitted to jambs, faces
doors and seals gaps 3mm to
or edges of most windows and
5mm. It is 5m long and comes
doors. It is suitable for most
in grey.
windows and doors and seals
against the heat, cold, dust,
draughts, noise and insects.
Contact Cowdroy
It is available in three difCowdroy can be contract by
ferent sizes. CM14 measures
phone
at:
9mm x 6mm, suitable to seal
1800COWDROY
gaps 3mm to 5mm and is 5m
long. It is available in grey and or by email at:
white.
sales@cowdroy.com.au
CM14A is 19mm x 6mm,
The Cowdroy website is
suitable to seal gaps 3mm to
located at:
5mm, is 5m long and is white.
www.cowdroy.com.au
CM14B is 12mm x 12mm,
seals gaps 8mm to 11mm, is
2.5m long and is white.
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OneMix

Sunstate Cement has released a range of bagged
drymix products for consumers and professionals
Sunstate Cement has
long been recognised as
one of Australia’s premier
suppliers of bulk cement
products in its home state
of Queensland, and northern New South Wales. Its
products have been used
on many iconic Australian
construction projects, including the Clem 7 Tunnel
and the Gateway Bridge.
Its reputation for reliability is backed up by Sunstate’s ISO 9001 standards
compliance, and its NATA
accredited laboratory
which tests daily to ensure
products meet all necessary standards.
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These include Concrete
mix, Rapid Set concrete,
Post Mix concrete, Mortar
and Paver Sand. OneMix
is supplied in 10kg, 20kg
and 30kg Form-Fill-Seal
plastic bags.
This means the product
can be safely stored (unopened) in the outdoors.
It also provides extended
shelf life, eliminates leakage, keeping bags dust
free and the display clean.

Experience

Sunstate Cement Ltd. is
jointly owned by two of
Australia’s largest cement
manufacturers, Adelaide
OneMix
Brighton Cement Ltd. and
Boral Cement (a division of
In 2017 the company is
Boral Limited). This gives
building on this reputation the company access to the
for excellence with the
broadest possible range of
release of its new OneMix technical expertise, as well
range of bagged drymix
as new product developproducts.
ments.

Values
The company pursues
five key values in its business:
• Safety – Sunstate believes that “all injuries
are preventable”
• Respect – The company
places the customer at
the centre of its activities, and also pursues
values of diversity and
equality
• Teamwork – The company values all contributions and works to
achieve mutual goals
• Focus – Sunstate believes in continuous
improvement in the
pursuit of specific goals
• Sustainability – The company seeks to minimise
environmental impacts
by using resources
responsibly and economically

continued next page

Concrete

OneMix Concrete is
a ready to use proportioned blend of
cement, aggregate
and sand suitable for
applications where
a quality concrete is
required.

• Suitable for the
professional or home
handy person
• Consistent quality cement, aggregate and
sand ensures high
performance
• Compressive
strength of 25MPa
when fully cured
• Convenient and easy
to use

OneMix Concrete is
well suited for smaller
concreting jobs such
as pathways, slabs,
footings and garden
edging. OneMix Concrete is also suitable
for securing posts
and uprights in the
ground etc.
Sunstate Cement’s facility at Brisbane Port, QLD

www.onemix.com.au
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OneMix – continued
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Rapid Set

Mortar

OneMix Rapid Set is
a ready to use proportioned blend of
cement, aggregate,
sand and additives
designed to rapidly
harden without any
mixing.

OneMix Mortar is
a ready to use proportioned blend of
cement and sand suitable for all block and
brick projects where
a quality mortar is
required.

• No mixing is required, just add clean
water
• Will harden in 15
minutes when used
as directed
• Compressive
strength of 25MPa
when fully cured

OneMix Rapid Set
is ideal for setting
fence posts, clothes
lines and letter boxes, as well as other
non-structural uses
around the home and
garden where fast
setting is required.

• Suitable for the
professional or home
handy person
• Consistent quality
cement and sand
ensures high performance
• Excellent workability

OneMix Mortar is
suitable for a wide
range of brick and
blockwork applications such as letterboxes, BBQs, garden
edging, setting stonework and general
purpose grouting.

Post Mix

OneMix Post Mix is
a ready to use proportioned blend of
cement, aggregate
and sand suitable for
non-structural concrete applications.

• Designed specifically
for post hole applications
• Economical alternative to OneMix
Concrete
• Compressive
strength of 15MPa
- 20MPa when fully
cured

OneMix Post Mix is
designed for setting
fence posts, logs and
letterboxes into the
ground. OneMix Post
Mix is not suitable for
use in structural and/
or load bearing applications.

PH: (07) 3895 9800
FAX: (07) 3895 9801
enquiries@onemix.com.au

www.onemix.com.au
Special Advertising Section

Paver Sand

OneMix Paver Sand
is a graded sand with
a bonding agent additive and is suitable
for filling joints in
paving applications.
Sunstate has access
to a range of sand
products suitable for
paving applications
and landscaping
works.
Other sand products
can be made available depending on
market demand.

Drizoro Construction Products
The most comprehensive range of cement based
waterproofing and concrete repair products.
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One of the most common causes of damage
and durability problems
to concrete and masonry
surfaces is water. Damage
caused by moisture, is rapidly becoming the major
cause of structural destruction to masonry structures.
The range of Drizoro
Construction Products
available from Scientific
Waterproofing Products
(SWP) makes waterproofing of concrete and
masonry surfaces a simple undertaking. Specific
brands include Maxseal
Foundation, Maxseal Flex,
Maxplug and Maxjoint
Elastic. They have been
widely used in Australia
since 1992, and manufactured in Spain since 1977.
Each of these products
from Drizoro is cement

based so they penetrate
the pores and actually become part of the surface.
This provides a totally dry
interface against either
positive or negative flow.
Once cured, Drizoro
products can be rendered,
tiled or painted over.
Furthermore, they can be
tinted to achieve decorative colours, textured
and troweled to achieve a

Maxseal Foundation

Maxseal Flex

Maxplug

Maxjoint Elastic

Maxseal Flex is a coating
with flexible and waterproofing properties that
adheres to practically
every surface including
concrete, natural and artificial stone, mortar plasters,
bricks, concrete blocks –
when they are subjected
to both positive or negative high water pressure.
Once applied and cured,
Maxseal Flex provides
a non-toxic, flexible and
waterproof coating.

Maxplug is a quick-setting cement-based mortar
that instantly stops running
water from cracks, fissures,
holes or other openings in
concrete and masonry. It is
non-shrink and sets within
three to five minutes depending on the temperature. Once Maxplug sets,
it adheres perfectly to the
substrate. It only requires
water for mixing.

Maxjolnt Elastlc is a
two-component product.
Component A is a liquid
based on special synthetic
resins. Component B is
supplied in powder form,
as a mortar based mixture of cements, additives
and special aggregates.
When both components
are mixed, an elastomeric
product with high bond
strength is achieved.

Maxseal Foundation is
a cement-based product
that, with special additives
and selected aggregates,
can provide total waterproofing protection to
concrete, bricks and blocks
due to its high resistance
to aggressive waters. It will
seal against positive and
negative water pressure.

decorative finish.
The Drizoro range is
user-friendly, suitable
with potable water and
non-toxic. This makes
suitable for extremely
confined places, and clean
up is achieved with water,
eliminating the use of toxic
chemicals and solvents.
Surfaces requiring resistance to hydrostatic or static pressure such retaining

walls (including DINCEL) in
car parks and basements
pose no problems for
Drizoro materials. They
must be applied to a wet
surface, making it ideal for
this type of work.
Drizoro Construction
Products are available from
Scientific Waterproofing
Products.

Contact details

Unit 4/92 Bryant Street
Padstow NSW 2211
Phone: (02) 9771 0011
Fax:(02) 9771 0077

Website:

http://www.scientificwaterproofingproducts.com.
au/

Email:

info@scientificwaterproofingproducts.com.au
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Imex Lasers

Imex looks after its retailers as well
as it looks after its end users
The Australian-owned
Imex Lasers is not only
about making great laser
levels and measuring tools,
it’s also about supporting
the retailers who stock its
products. It aims to assist
retailers to maximise sales
growth in this category by
providing a truly complete
range of display options.
This is backed up with a
high level of service and
end user support, making
sure both retailers and end
users are happy with its
comprehensive range of
products.
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In short, through offering long warranties (two
years and five years), a
staff training program and
exceptional after-sales
service, Imex brings a
holistic approach to what
has traditionally been a
difficult, ad-hoc category
for stores. It helps retailers
offer an extensive product
offer, in what is now a fast
growing category.

Products

Great displays and great
service need to be backed
up by great tools. Imex
Store Displays
is constantly innovating
to make sure Australian
The display options pro- retailers and tradies have
vided by Imex will suit both access to the latest and
large and small stores.
best new technologies.
Imex measureMART point
Imex has a comprehenof sale options include a
sive range of line and
complete walk in, storedot lasers, rotating lasers,
within-a-store, down to
spirit and digital levels,
compact counter displays stud finders, laser distance
for smaller items.
measurers, testing tools
The display systems
and various tape meaare enhanced with video
sures, along with all accesscreens which can run
sories and options.
product videos to assist
The latest line and dot
store staff in helping their laser range from Imex
customers choose the
has some of the most
right tool for their tasks.
innovative laserEDGE
To ensure that both retail
features available, with the
staff and tradies are kept
new technology diodes
up to date with latest in
producing the brightest
the fast-moving world of
Class 11 beams in the
laser-based devices, Imex world and red and green
offers the tradieCONNECT beam versions across the
program. This links stores, whole range. Most models
retail staff and their end
are one-metre drop test
user customers with Imex winner in their respective
to help them find the
categories.
right tool through correct
Made for the harshest
advice.
of jobsites, they are also
Imex also has two wareoven test winners, with all
houses for prompt desbeams continuing to accupatch, as well as reprerately emit at high temsentatives covering all of
peratures. An expansive
Australia.
range with different line

Display options from Imex suit all store sizes

and dot variations, is tailor
made for every professional trade and they all have
pulse mode for outdoor
use for up to 55m with
optional detectors.
As well as the new line
and dot laser range there
are two new high accuracy
Bullseye laser distance
measurers; 30m and 80m
range models, which are
very competitively priced
and are loaded with innovative features. The 80m
model has a tilt function to
give angles and a 99 measurement recall, and both
models have superfast
measuring engine technology for faster and accurate
measuring.

The construction range
of rotating lasers continues
to become the class leader
and the 66,77,88,and 99
series are used on jobsites
throughout Australia and
Europe every day, with
great efficiency and reliability. With 5-year warranties and quality inclusions
like dual batteries and
heavy duty receivers the
Imex rotating laser range
is the choice of professionals.
All Imex lasers come with
Calibration Certificates
and are control checked
and pre-tested before
being sent out to retail
customers.

Contact Imex Lasers:
1800 669 110

www.imexlasers.com.au
info@imexlasers.com.au

accurate for life
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Klingspor’s new diamond
wheels
Klingspor is pleased to announce the launch of its

K

new diamond products in Australia.

lingspor is a German based
manufacturer of abrasive
products with over 120
years’ experience.
The Klingspor range of abrasives
includes everything from abrasive
belts to cutting and grinding discs,
flap discs and a complete range of
other abrasives and accessories.
In 2015, Klingspor invested in a
new, state of the art diamond wheel
manufacturing plant in Europe.
The range and quality Klingspor
can now offer is unrivalled in Australia. The range includes;

• Segmented diamond wheels
from 100mm to 500mm in diameter
• Turbo rim diamond wheels for
general applications
• Continuous rim wheels for tile
cutting
• Cup grinding wheels for surface
grinding
• Core drills in a variety of diameters
The diamond range Klingspor
is offering is made from the highest
quality raw materials with the finest
manufacturing processes. This is

what Klingspor have built their reputation on for over a century.
The product is well presented in
retail friendly packaging and retail display stands are available on
request.
For more details, please contact
Klingspor: www.klingspor.com.au

Klingspor’s proud history of product development
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After intensive research
KLINGSPOR succeeds in
developing a process for
the manufacture of waterproof abrasive paper, for
the first time in Europe.
This innovation was of
real significance for the
automobile industry as wet
grinding is an important
procedure that is made
possible only by means
of waterproof abrasive
paper. This KLINGSPOR
innovation improves the efficiency of the automobile
production worldwide.

For the first time, KLINGSPOR produces highspeed, fabric bonded
grinding discs. Due to
noticeably higher speeds,
this KLINGSPOR innovation leads to an enormous
increase in the productivity
and profitability as well as
to an effective change of
the whole abrasive cutting
technology.

The KLINGSPOR abrasive
mop is patented. The idea
is as simple, as it is
ingenious: Many abrasive
flaps are combined into an
abrasive mop wheel. It
adapts perfectly to each
workpiece and, thus, is
ideal for fine, flexible
surface grinding. This
KLINGSPOR innovation
enhances the possibilities
of application technology
for grinding in many ways.

The CMT abrasive mop
disc with rapid action system as well as the WSM
abrasive mop wheel with
80 m/s approval provide
for further growth. Both
innovations are suitable
for use on standard angle
grinders. With rapid tool
change in seconds and no
tightening tool required,
the CMT is the perfect
solution for high ease of
use and significantly reduced set-up times!
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